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Ií ve just returned from a particularly 
fascinating trip to the Middle East, 
researching Costaí s new international 
co!ee shop store designs, while 
immersing myself in the cafÈ cultures of 
Bahrain and Saudi Arabia.  

The research featured certain traditional 
elements such as accompanied store visits 
and interviews with store colleagues. But, 
just as importantly, I was tasked by my 
client to conduct some cultural 
anthropology and immerse myself in the 
co!ee shop world of each market.  

As something of an avid shopper (and 
caramel frappe lover), it wasní t exactly a 
hardship to have to explore the local 
souks and shopping malls, visiting a few 
competitors. But it did mean having to 
step out of my comfort zone into societies 
that, from a Western viewpoint, arení t 
necessarily renowned for their diversity 
and tolerance. I had to recognise and 
park my own preconceptions, to look at 
these cultures with empathy and 
openness ñ es sential skills for any 
qualitative researcher. 

Without doing this, I wouldní t have 
grasped the fascinating role that co!ee 
shops play in these societies. In Saudi 
Arabia and Bahrain, co!ee shops are real 
hubs of social activity ñ  places where 
people congregate to socialise, work and 
study, o"en for many hours at a time and 
in large groups.  

In stark contrast to the dominant ë grab 
and goí or  ë quick sit downí  nature of many 
co!ee shop experiences in the UK, here 
they are destinations in and of themselves. 
In these markets, many customers view 
international co!ee shops ñ  which are 
o"en luxurious in design ñ  as glamorous 
destinations. I learned that international 

brands, such as Costa, are in some ways, 
examples of how these markets are 
beginning to undergo real change and 
liberalisation ñ  something people were 
eager to discuss with me. In Saudi Arabia, 
for example, women I spoke to were proud 
to detail how life was changing for them, 
celebrating what it meant to have more 
independence, for example the freedom 
to travel without a male chaperone, drive 
cars and benefit from wider career and 
education opportunities. They described 
the important role that co!ee shops 
played, being a positive example of a 
progressive place where they can now 
spend time independently, 
unaccompanied by males, in locations 
that arení t just single sex.  

In Bahrain, our qualitative participants 
were also keen to explain that co!ee 
shops were the equivalent of Western 
pubs and bars ñ  lively places to socialise 
and spend time with friends in the 
evenings, without fear of judgement.  

In addition to this, our participants were 
also using co!ee shops for work and 
study, so they needed to be peaceful and 
have all the necessary plugs and sockets 
to hand to facilitate this. 

In both countries, participants were 
also keen to remind me that co!ee shops, 
and indeed co!ee beans, were part of 
their culture, not an appropriation from 
the West. We learned that there were 
opportunities for the design, and 
indeed the product communication, to 
reflect this. 

So, how did Costa reflect on 
these findings?
● The company was able to take the 

insights on shop design and ensure it 
tailored its design features for new store 

The Middle East is the birthplace of co!ee, and cafÈ  
culture newcomers in Bahrain and Saudi Arabia are 
increasingly o!ering a new ë third placeí  for people, 
finds Boxcleverí s Lucy Hobbs 

!"#$%"&'$#(

openings and refurbishments 
appropriately for these markets

● It also took on board the findings 
around how participants were using 
co!ee shops for work and spending 
time in large groups socialising and 
taking pictures, ensuring store design 
incorporated features that would 
facilitate this

● By using features such as traditional 
co!ee pots and arabica beans in the 
design and story, Costa could show it 
was cognisant of the local culture 
surrounding co!ee. 
My experiences highlighted a number 

of things that you need to embrace to 
make a success of international research. 
First, ití s so important to take your time. 
Ití s not enough to just fly in and out of 
locations in 24 hours. Cultural exploration 
and analysis requires time to get a feel for 

!""
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how local markets interact with things 
and what makes any key target audience 
tick. So much can be gleaned by 
immersing yourself in the area, observing 
people going about their lives.  

Second, you must be bold and brave 
to make the most of it. Such adventures 
reward those willing to step outside 
of their comfort zone and explore 
beyond the confines of the hotel and 
research facilities. Some of the most 
important insights I gleaned were from 
spending time in the souks and shopping 
malls, visiting competitors and seeing how 
di!erently people were using local 

traditional shisha cafÈs  versus global 
co!ee shop chains.  

Ití s also vital to be sensitive to di!erent 
cultures. In these markets, the sight of 
Westerners can still be something of a 
novelty, especially when research is being 
conducted outside of the ë touristí  
enclaves. Ití s important to do what you 
can to blend in and respect the culture. I 
made sure I observed the local customs, 
dressing appropriately and making myself 
as invisible as possible to be the fly on the 
wall I needed to be.  

As researchers, you must also remember 
that not only are you in the privileged 

!"#$%#&'$()*+$,&'%-,.('./('.'$01-1(&)2#-&)1(%-3)(%,(4)%('(
5))$ 5,&(6,7($,8'$(3'&9)%1(-.%)&'8%(7-%6(%6-.41('./(76'%(

3'9)1 '.0(9)0(%'&4)%('#/-).8)(%-89:

position of meeting participants, but you 
also have the benefit of working with local 
partner agencies. Their inside knowledge 
is invaluable, not least in advising on 
customs. Ití s important to be inquisitive 
and take the time to build a rapport with 
translators and moderators.  

While you learn lots by listening to what 
people tell you, observing how they 
interact with their environment and with 
each other can tell you so much about 
what makes or breaks a retail experience 
in these markets. 

I learned so much just by quietly 
watching people as they enjoyed being in 
the co!ee shop and engaged with certain 
elements (and ignored others). 

Lucy Hobbs is research director at 
Boxclever 
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The concept of ë thrivingí  is deeply personal 
and eludes a definitive answer. Thriving is a 
universal need, but a personal experience. 
To understand how lifestyle, culture and 
media impact peopleí s views of what it 
means to thrive requires asking them what 
helps them live well on a day to day basis. 

Research agency C Space carried out 
qualitative and quantitative research across 
the UK, US, India, China and Germany 
exploring how people define ë thrivingí  and 
what role brands can play to help them live 
better. ì We wanted to get deeply human 
with people and at some degree of scale, so 
we werení t talking to the white Anglocentric 
version of ourselves,î  says Bill Alberti, 
managing partner, human truths, at C Space 
parent company Interbrand. ì We wanted to 
see if this was across geographies.î  

The research consisted of qualitative 

discussions via an online community with 
502 participants, 30 in depth interviews, 
and a nationally representative survey, all 
conducted in 2022. 

A few common factors emerged as helping 
people thrive ñ  living sustainably, healthier 
lifestyles, self expression and connecting 
with the wider community. The quant found 
more than half of consumers across all five 
countries wanted support from brands to 
help them thrive, with the cost of living the 
top concern in the UK and US. There was a 
similar picture in Germany, where financial 
security was the main concern. 

There were also di!erences in outlook ñ  
61% of Generation Z respondents in the US 
were optimistic about their future compared 
with 49% of the same age group in the UK. 
Social media was singled out as having a 
detrimental e!ect on peopleí s lives, with 
83% of Generation Z in the UK feeling 
pressure to reach certain life milestones 
such as being in a relationship.

Many people across the study expect a 
closer relationship with brands and for these 
to play a greater role in life satisfaction. 
Between 42% and 51% of respondents 
across the five countries studied agreed that 
brands and corporations should make it 
easier for consumers to live better lives. 

This di!ered between countries ñ  while 

What it means to 
thrive di!ers depending 
on where you live, but a 
sense of ë not thrivingí  
is shared across 
borders. Research 
from C Space 
has explored the issue. 
By Liam Kay

!"#$%#$&'(&')*"+$
the UK and India were more focused on 
practical help with finances and the cost of 
living, China and the US were more receptive 
to brands supporting self expression and 
better lifestyles. In Germany, sustainability 
and buying more locally were popular.

ì Brands have an opportunity to shi" the 
conversation in a way that helps 
consumers,î  says Sophie Gaskill, executive 
director, brand at Interbrand. ì Brands 
absolutely are a part of the solution. But it is 
about going deeper on human truths and 
committing to them.î  

This is a big change for some brands. 
ì Competitive advantage used to be fixed ñ  
you had your product, you had technology, 
you had your competitors,î  Gaskill explains. 
ì Since then, the world has sped up, and 
increasingly it is the relationship with the 
customer that forms the main part of 
competitive advantage ñ  what brands can 
work around and invest in.î

However, the other half of consumers felt 
brands added to existing anxieties. Part of 
the problem highlighted in the research was 
companies selling easy promises of better 
health, versus supporting people in the 
long term process of getting better at living. 

For example, one research participant 
from India set out how she thought some 
brands were adding to the stresses and 
strains of modern life: ì If you were to look at 
whatí s stopping me from thriving, it is 
anxiety and self doubt. And I know that 
comes from within, but I also feel like if you 
were to actually dig really deep down and 
figure out where that anxiety is coming from 
ñ  I think ití s brands. I mean, they doní t really 
cater to peopleí s wellbeing.î  

For many people, brands can be a help or 
a hindrance. 

Christian Purser, chief executive at 
Interbrand London, says: ì Few brands are 
doing a great job helping people thrive, 
because most are focused on how to sell 
more, rather than addressing what 
consumers fundamentally need ñ  in this 
case, o!ering promises of better health 
versus the more holistic and long term 
process of thriving.î  

!""
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The Esmeraldas region of Ecuador is home 
to the countryí s biggest Afro descendant 
population, historically a marginalised 
community that su! ers negative impacts 
from the extraction of natural resources 
from their territories. 

Against a context of poverty and 
instability, a research collaboration 
between Northumbria University, the 
Universidad San Francisco de Quito in 
Ecuador, and black feminist arts 
organisation Mujeres de Asfalto Collective, 
sought to explore the heritage of black and 
Afro women living in Esmeraldas. This was 
done through participatory methodologies, 
with funding from The British Academy and 
the Global Challenge Research Fundí s 
heritage, dignity and violence fund.

The RECLAMA study began in late 2019, 
to explore ways in which heritage can be 
used to support sustainable and gender 
equitable development.

Katy Jenkins, professor in international 
development at Northumbria Universityí s 
Centre for Global Development and 
project lead, says it was important for 
the work to give visibility to womení s 
experiences. ì For them, what was really 
important was the opportunity to be able 
to tell more positive stories around black 
women and their agency in this very 
di! icult context where black women are 
generally not visible,î  she says. ì If they are, 

theyí re o" en portrayed either as victims or 
in a highly sexualised way, so it was really 
important to everyone involved that there 
was an opportunity to bring to the fore and 
celebrate very diverse forms of Afro
Ecuadorian womení s culture.î

Research direction
At the heart of the project was the training 
of 16 Afro Ecuadorian women as peer 
researchers, who conducted life history 
interviews to capture the knowledge of 
older generations, recording stories and 
making them accessible as part of a 
permanent community archive.

Mujeres de Asfalto Collective, led by 
Juana Francis Bone, led a two day hybrid 
training event, where the peer researchers 
were coached on practical elements such 
as using recording equipment, and issues 
around ethics and consent.

Increasing insecurity in the region created 
additional di! iculties and the project 
needed to pause a couple of times to 
ensure researchers could travel safely. 

Shared histories
The research explored memories, 
experiences and knowledge with Afro
Ecuadorian women, and asked them to 
share ideas on issues around sustainable 
development. The 60 life history interviews 
to emerge covered themes including dance, 

poetry, song, traditional dress, food and 
cookery, and spiritual practices. With this 
knowledge typically shared and passed 
down orally through generations, in many 
cases the work was the first time knowledge 
had been formally recorded. 

ì It has been important to get recognition 
and visibility for the really diverse forms of 
Afro Ecuadorian womení s knowledge that 
exists in the community,î  says Jenkins. 

Participants also produced a range of 
artwork to reflect and represent their 
heritage, including postcards, photography 
and recipes, with work exhibited in 
Esmeraldas and Quito, Ecuador, as well as 
in Newcastle upon Tyne. 

Findings have also been shared with 
national and international dignitaries, 
including the mayor of Esmeraldas and the 
British ambassador in Ecuador.

The researchers are now looking at how 
they can develop resources for schools in 
Ecuador, as well as working with partners in 
the country to ì impact on policy and on the 
curriculumî , says Jenkins. 

ì We want to develop a set of resources 
that we can use in schools with children to 
ensure that positive, diverse 
representations of black and Afro women 
are visible... and to work with partners in 
Ecuador to use these narratives and 
resources to make positive change and 
have more positive representations of black 
and Afro women in the public sphere.î

● !"#$%&'()%*+,'%-(!"#$%&'#"%&()*)+
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From survival to growth
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John Reynolds report from Insight Alchemy 2023, the first in-person 
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Insight ë superpowerí  needed
in turbulent times
The market research industry should 
display its ë superpowerí  of insight to 
help navigate brands through the 
current choppy economic climate, said 
Claer Barrett, consumer editor at the 
!"#$#%"$&'(")*+'(pictured),

In a keynote session, Barrett said the 
industry should not ì be fearfulî  about the 
future, despite a bleak economic outlook.

ìTher e are going to be tough times 
ahead,î s he said, and clients ì are going 
to have to fight harder to retain [market] 
shareî . But there is an opportunity for 
the research industry to showcase its 
insights to help brands show why they are 
better than rivals.

ìPr oviding that insight is your 
superpower as market researchers,î  
Barrett added, urging the industry to 
ìpr ove your worth to clientsî .

Elsewhere in the session, Kelly Beaver, 

UK and Ireland chief executive at Ipsos, 
called on brands not to repeat mistakes 
they made during previous crises.

She said: ì O!en, in times when there is 
more economic uncertainty, we see our 
clients make a few, quite common, errors. 

ì One, they become internally focused, 
and that is not what you want to be doing. 
In a time of crisis, you want to be 
focused on your consumer, your citizen or 
your audience. 

ì Second, they focus heavily on cost
reduction programmes at the expense 
of being able to innovate and plan for 
the future.î

Beaver said it is the role of the research 
industry to help clients continue to 
innovate and see the ì wood through 
the treesî .

Also on the panel, Tamara Rogers, 
chief marketing o"icer at Haleon, stressed 

the important role that the market 
research industry can play today.

ì Having somebody who can shine a light 
on truthî , ì digging deeperî , and ì truly 
understandingî  human behaviour is 
crucial, Rogers said.

Metrics still necessary to analyse toxic ideas
Survey questions asking participants to 
categorise themselves by race are still 
essential to provide a metric for 
understanding society better, according to 
historian David Olusoga.

Speaking during a keynote interview, 
Olusoga (pictured) discussed the approaches 
used to capture data about people.

In response to a question from interviewer 
Sinead Je"eries, senior vice president of 
customer transformation at Zappi, about 

whether the use of categorisation and 
labelling in research survey questions can 
perpetuate negative stereotypes, Olusoga 
said: ì In some ways, I want to make the case 
for the power of ticking boxes. I understand 
peopleí s sensitivities about those 
categorisations, but I worry we complain 
about them too much. 

ì If you pretend race doesní t exist, then you 
are also pretending that racism doesní t exist, 
and the outcomes of racism doní t exist ñ  and 
that is washing your hands of reality.î

Olusoga continued: ì Some things are not 
identities ñ  they are metrics. We are going to 
need a metric for people who are visible 
minorities. Ií m a Nigerian Geordie, and thatí s 
pretty specific. We need to distinguish 
between identity and the need to have 
metrics to try to analyse how toxic ideas are 
a"ecting society.î

Olusoga also discussed how ideas from 
300 years ago are pervasive and still a"ect 

society today. ì Those ideas are not just 
important to historians; those ideas live on. 
We need to recognise and be honest with 
ourselves about the fact that we internalise 
these ideas. We have imbibed the attitudes 
and cultures of society,î  he said.

ì Recognising that we can incubate these 
ideas and create, without meaning to, 
cultures and structures that a"ect people, is 
a very hard thing to do.î

It is essential for everyone to notice, 
acknowledge and challenge biases, 
he added.

ì Unless we admit, and are vocal, when we 
catch ourselves, and not go to being 
defensive, then we have real problems. 

ì As human beings, it is literally no fun, but 
that is the big ask if we really want a more 
equitable society.î

● A profile of David Olusoga will be 
published in the July issue of !"#$%&!
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Forget the hype around AI ñ f ocus on added value
Artificial intelligence (AI) could be a game changer for market 
research, but researchers should not overlook the strategic value 
they, as people, bring to businesses.

Andrew Jerina, head of research at Flume, told the conference: 
ì Every so o!en, something comes in and gets a lot of hype. You 
go through that period weí re in with AI, where everyone is 
scrabbling around for what ití s going to do and how it will 
transform things, but what actually happens is it transforms what 
we do in incremental ways.

ì Thereí s a danger we are chasing a!er AI and forget about the 
fundamental objectives of understanding people overall, and that 
a range of methods is good. We should be open to new methods, 
but we should be sceptical about them.î

ZoÎ  Ru"els, global head, vice president insights, at Mars Pet 
Care, said researchers need to make sure they are advocating the 
right tools for the right projects.

ì Thereí s a considerable amount of hype in the industry about 
new techniques. The problem is, stakeholders get wrapped up in 
that hype, and disruption is o!en conducive with annihilation 
and replacement of everything that existed before,î  she said.

Ru"els called for less ëwildí  and more ëwiseí  experimentation 
with innovations such as AI, with clarity on why new tools 
are being introduced in the first place and the value they 
could add.

ì It is not experimentation for experimentationí s sake; it is what 
value you can add through that data or capability that can bring 
competitive advantage, deeper insight or that new perspective 
our competitors doní t have.î

Paul Hudson, founder and chief executive at FlexMR, argued 
that AI could be a game changer, if used correctly. ì The tricky 
part with AI is working out where it adds value, how to use it, 
how to build it into what we do without it destroying the other 
quality tenets we have built. Understanding how to make use of it 
will be di"icult.î

He added that researchers need to stop focusing on data and 
instead concentrate on providing interpretation to support 
business decision making. ì The world has moved on. Data is 
democratised. But the thing people doní t understand is how 
decisions are made,î  he explained.

ì We understand a lot about how consumers make decisions, 
but I doní t think we understand anywhere near as much about 
how businesses make decisions.î

Hudson concluded: ì Letí s understand more about 
how decisions are made and talk less about the collection 
and method.î

Rose Tomlins, brand director at Ballyí s Interactive, said the 
constant pursuit of innovation was overshadowing the insight 
industryí s biggest strengths.

ì What has struck me is how much we anchor our value on 
methodologies, and how much we think we are adding value 
by doing something better and more innovative,î  she said. 
ì By doing that, we are massively undervaluing our strategic value 
and importance.î

Many businesses are already drowning in data, she added. 
ì What we need now is less numbers and more of the 
understanding behind them.î
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Give researchers freedom to make an impact
Autonomy is key to fostering wellbeing and creating good working 
cultures that people want to be part of, according to Patrick Collins, 
consumer insights director, EMEA, at Netflix. 

Speaking during a panel on how research leaders can build 
stronger teams in a context of wellbeing challenges and talent 
shortages, Collins said: ì I see it as my job to set the culture so that 
my team can do the best work of their lives, be happy and have a 
good work/life balance.î

For Netflix, freedom of responsibility is a key tenet of the companyí s 
approach to culture, explained Collins. ì Increasingly, I feel that we 
need to give people the space and freedom of responsibility to have 
an impact on their world,î  he said.

ì I try to get my teams to try something new. If it fails, it doesní t 
matter; ití s about honourable failure. You have an area, resources and 
your own brain, and ití s my job as manager to support you.î

Accountability is an important part of the equation when it comes 
to giving teams autonomy, said Ann Constantine, formerly head of 
insight, marketing e!ectiveness and customer experience at Direct 
Line Group: ì Accountability is a two way thing. Accountability and 
autonomy go hand in hand; if you give people the space and freedom 
they need, thatí s a great way to manage, but there has to be 
accountability over what is delivered and when.

ì As a people manager, you need to be very clear about what you 

are asking people to do, and why.î  Being a manager is ì not a side 
hustleî , she added. ì Ití s a priority and part of your job. You shouldní t 
feel guilty about sitting with someone for half an hour over a co!ee.î

Opinium chief executive and panel chair James Endersby pointed 
to the industryí s wellbeing challenges, as highlighted by the 
recent Opinium and MRS survey on the issue, and the question of 
talent shortages. He observed that now is a crucial time for the 
industry because of these factors, saying: ì We have got those two 
forces coming together.î

!""#$%&'(")*+*"'*&

Try harder to reach ë hard to reachí  communities
Kenny Imafidon, co founder and 
managing director at ClearView Research, 
said he entered research because he saw a 
lot of work that was ì talking about people 
like meî  without engaging those 
communities.

ìI don ít l ike the lazy narrative of ë hard to 
reachí ,î Im afidon said. ì The issue is that 
the industry hasní t taken responsibility 
and hasnít b othered to engage.î

Imafidon added that more work is 

needed to engage people in research, 
rather than simply accepting the issue and 
charging clients more to conduct research 
among diverse communities.

More participatory research is key, 
he added: ì A lot of people will do research 
about people without ever engaging 
with them. Thatí s where a lot of 
insights are lost.î

He concluded that the industry needs to 
maintain focus on addressing diversity 

issues: ì It is not about ticking boxes; it is 
understanding this is a never ending 
journey. You have to keep up the 
momentum ñ  and people are on di!erent 
places on that journey.î

Speaking on the same panel, Rebecca 
Cole, managing director at Cobalt Sky and 
chair of the MRS Representation in 
Research Group, said there had been 
progress in making nationally 
representative samples include factors 
such as ethnicity, disability and sexuality.

She called for a ì principles based 
approachî  to more diverse research, 
including practices such as avoiding 
assumptions and involving people in the 
design of research programmes.

Peter Totman, director at Jigsaw 
Research, said there was ì work to be 
doneî  on tackling preconceptions of Brexit 
voters. However, he said he was 
ì unfashionably optimisticî  that things are 
moving in the right direction, adding that 
clients were specifically asking for more 
diverse research.

!!"#
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How research can be indispensable 
to the boardroom
Fraser Hardie, senior adviser at Teneo, who worked with Tesco 
during turnaround e! orts at the business in 2014, outlined the 
importance of insights teams being able to share their opinions 
with a view to help inform decision making at the highest level.

ìE vidence is only part of it. If you want to be listened to at the 
top, you have to go with evidence based opinion. It requires a 
degree of bravery to do that. You need to routinely be braver and 
when you do, you give people choices,î  said Hardie. 

ìG ive your opinion and the evidence to support your opinion. 
Chief executives caní t predict the future and neither can you, but 
you can help to navigate the way.î

Key to that is businesses investing in skills, according to James 
Sallows, global head of transformation and capability, consumer 
and business insights and analytics at Haleon, who said: ì We 
canít j ust expect insights people to be comfortable giving 
opinions without investing in those skills. Building the credibility 
of the function and empowering people and giving them the 
chance to practise those skills is key.î

Being at the top table might mean making trade o! s, 
said Catherine Hunt, head of analysis at the Foreign, 
Commonwealth and Development O! ice, as she discussed 
her experience of producing evidence for the government 
during the pandemic. 

Hunt said: ì We were pushing research to deliver in ways it 
hadní t done before. We were running focus groups overnight 
and running polls every night. Yes, there are trade o! s, but if you 
want to be at the top table, you have to be there helping the 
people making the decisions, right then.î

Hunt added that there was ì a realisation that research can be 
pragmatic, can be nimble and can evolveî .

She said: ì Sometimes it might be possible to say: ë give us three 
monthsí  and sometimes ití s about saying: ë what do you need? 
Weí ll see what weí ve got nowí .î

●!!!"#$%"#&$'"(&#)*&$"+$,-./*01$23'0&%4$56578$.&&
research live.com
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When Andrew Carter joined the UKí s leading wine 
producer, Chapel Down, as chief executive in 
September 2021, he rolled up his sleeves and, as he 
puts it, ì learned from the bottom upî .

It was harvest time, so he helped pick the grapes and did night 
shi!s alongside colleagues to help process them. ì I may be ë an 
industry veteraní ,î  he says ñ  he has held senior leadership roles at 
Bacardi, Treasury Wine Estates and Bulmers, among others ñ  ì but 
youí ve got to understand every part of the particular business youí re 
joining; how it operates, what people do.î  

Before he joined Chapel Down, which is based near Tenterden, on 
the edge of the Kent Weald, heí d been managing director of Chase 
Distillery, leading the growth of the gin and vodka business across 
30 international markets before selling it to Diageo. 

He was hired by Chapel Downí s non executive chairman Martin 
Glenn ñ  the man who, as chief 
executive of the FA, appointed 
England football manager 
Gareth Southgate (ì No pressure 
there then,î  jokes Carter.) Glenn 
describes Carter as ì a very 
complete chief executive, who 
understands that, however 
good the product and the 
brand, ití s people who make the strategy happenî . 

Glenn says his track record of success in a range of di"erent 
environments, along with ì willingness to learn, and real wine 
empathyî , made Carter ì the right man for the jobî  ñ  which was 
to accelerate the profitable growth of an already successful 
business, turn it into the foremost and most celebrated English 
winemaker, and permanently change perceptions of English wine 
throughout the world.

In January, Carter was recognised in the 2023 Power List from 
Walpole, the UK trade body for luxury brands, as ë one of the 
50 most influential people in British luxuryí . He was included 
in the ë Rainmakersí  category, which recognises ë business 
leaders who magically bring the revenue in, ensuring prosperity 
for their companyí .

ì Yes, I do have a lot to live up to,î  he laughs.
His first job, a!er a degree in economics and agricultural 

economics at the University of Exeter, was in brand management at 
consumer goods company Reckitt Benckiser (RB), based in Hull. 
A!er six years, he switched to the drinks industry ñ  and far preferred 
the ë emotiveí  category to the ë functionalí  brand makeup of RB. But 
his role at Chapel Down feels like coming home. ì My passion was 
always wine,î  he explains. 

When he joined Chapel Down, he set out to double the size of the 
business by 2026, by: improving the quality of the wine through 
transforming the vineyards and winery; increasing the proportion of 
higher margin English sparkling wine versus still wine; and growing 
distribution in the on  and o" trade, in the UK as well as overseas. 
Underpinning these operational challenges would be a robust 
marketing and communications strategy, and a leadership team and 
culture that could help him achieve his objectives.

Chapel Down, in common with many English vineyards that have 
developed over the past three decades, had been entrepreneurially 
led, and, while it had built a strong brand, it lacked the business 
systems that would guarantee sustainable growth. 

Thirty years ago, the English wine industry was largely making still 
wines, predominantly using the bacchus grape to create an 
equivalent of sauvignon blanc. In the early 1990s, English growers 
began to plant sparkling grapes, and are now producing world class, 
award winning wines. Consumer perception has changed 
accordingly, but for all the ì enthusiasts, hobbyists and family 
businesses, who have all done a great jobî , says Carter, the next 
stage of growth requires a far more professional approach.

Carter describes himself as ì authentic, passionate and results
drivenî  ñ  a leadership style thatí s already paying dividends. 

The companyí s 
premiumisation strategy is 
reflected in a 10% rise in net 
sales revenue for the year 
ending 31 December 2022, to 
£15.6m, driven by a 53% surge 
in sales of sparkling wine ñ  
which, with a record 790,000 
bottles sold last year, now 

accounts for 70% of value sales. 
Sales rose in both on trade and o" trade, thanks to a threefold 

rise in distribution outlets, to around 1,500 (Chapel Down 
sparkling is served in establishments such as Le Gavroche and the 
Savoy, and pub groups such as Mitchells & Butlers and Greene King) 
and a rise in supermarket listings, which now include Tesco and 
Morrisons. 

A 164% rise in export sales revenue, albeit from a small base 
(exports account for just 3% of sales), reflects growing overseas 
interest and potential for English sparkling wines, notes Carter. The 
brand is in 14 markets, of which the US, Scandinavia, Japan and 
Hong Kong are the most important. 

Much of this success comes from rising brand awareness. Chapel 
Down has a clutch of high profile partnerships with sporting and 
arts bodies ñ  and for a man whoí s almost as passionate about 
cricket and horse racing as he is about wine, it is a source of 
satisfaction to Carter that the brand has sponsored a race at Ascot 
for the past five years. Last year, it also became the ë o"icial sparkling 
wineí  of the England and Wales Cricket Board.

But there is still ì so much to go forî , he enthuses. Figures from 
industry body WineGB (Wines of Great Britain) put the total UK 
sparkling wine market at around 223m bottles, of which 29m are 

Andrew Carter has his eye firmly on a future 
that is fizzing with potential. Jane Simms!"#$"!
down with the chief executive of wine producer 
Chapel Down to talk leadership, building 
brands and buying British
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champagne and 5.8m are English sparkling wine, with the balance 
made up of prosecco and cava. According to champagne industry 
body CIVC, the French produce 330m bottles of champagne every 
year, 180m of which are exported. 

ì The opportunity for growth, at a UK and international level, is 
vast,î  says Carter. 

Currently, just 35% of sparkling wine drinkers in the UK 
(according to BrandVue) are aware of the Chapel Down brand, 
he notes, despite a slew of awards (38 in 2022) recognising its 
quality. ì But over half of the companyí s current consumers think 
Chapel Down sparkling is as good as champagne, with around two 
in five preferring the taste, according to a Chapel Down brand 
survey in 2022.î

However, though it is 20 25% cheaper than champagne, ití s a lot 
more expensive than the ubiquitous prosecco and cava: how will 
Chapel Down persuade more people to trade up, particularly in an 
economic climate where many are having to tighten their belts?

The ì absolute bullseyeî  target consumer for Chapel Down English 
sparkling is 25 40 years old and ABC1, says Carter. ì However, on the 
whole, we tend to focus on the typographic element of our 
consumer target ñ  a group we call ë the discoverersí , people who, 
irrespective of age, enjoy new food and drink, and are interested in 
its provenance, how ití s made, the story, and so on.î  The wine is 
currently drunk predominantly in London and the South East, but 
distribution will become more national over the next 12 18 months.

Price aside, English sparkling wine has an intrinsic appeal, Carter 
continues. People like buying British, particularly when the 
alternative involves hundreds or thousands of food (or, in this case, 
drink) miles. ì Thatí s an increasingly important consideration for 
people,î  he says. A bottle of English sparkling is also a more 
ì interestingî  choice than champagne, he observes: ì When you have 
a bottle of English sparkling with your friends, or gi! a bottle, youí ve 
really thought about it.î

Nevertheless, Carter has charged Liam Newton, formerly 
vice president of marketing at Carlsberg Group ñ  whom he hired as 
chief marketing o"icer in October 2022 ñ  with ì exciting consumers 
and making them fall in loveî  with the brand. 

Chapel Down Sparkling is being relaunched this month (April), 
based on qualitative research by The Big Picture in August 2022, and 
underpinned by a communications strategy that positions it against 
champagne ñ  which will be reflected in a digital and press 
campaign. In addition to building brand awareness and trial, 
Newton is developing the e commerce direct to consumer channel, 
and building the thriving tourism part of the business. 

To sell more wine, however, you need more grapes ñ  and ensuring 
you are producing enough to meet growing demand for the wine is, 
says Carter, ì the biggest operational challengeî  for any wine 
business. By the summer, Chapel Down will have more than 900 
acres of vineyard and, as well as extending its winery at Tenterden, 
it is building a new and more e"icient winery just outside 

Canterbury, to increase its processing capacity.
A!er a poor harvest in 2021, 2022 delivered a bumper 

crop, including a record tonnage of the key sparkling 
wine grapes chardonnay, pinot noir and pinot meunier. 
Carter attributes the success not just to last yearí s long, 
warm summer, but also to continued investment in 
viticulture and ë ì the skill and dedication of the 
talented teamî , led by Josh Donaghay Spire, whom he 
appointed as operations director and head winermaker 
in early 2022.

  Profile  $%&'()#*+',('
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Donaghay Spire is one of more than half of the 75 strong team at 
Chapel Down who stayed on a!er Carter joined, and who, says 
Glenn, ì have thrived on the change of emphasisî  he has ushered in. 
ì Andrew works very hard on extracting the right talent and inspiring 
and motivating the people heí s got,î  notes Glenn. ì He has helped 
drive a high performance culture, leading by example and 
promoting the people who demonstrate the right values.î

Newton describes his boss as ì a balance of challenge and 
support, big picture and detailî . Heí s ambitious, challenging and 
restless, he says ñ  ì you get a constant stream of WhatsApp 
messages, but they are all thoughtful and designed to move 
things forward and make us as good as we can beî . Carter doesní t 
have a big ego, he adds ñ  and, importantly, ì he enjoys the category 
and has funî .

Notwithstanding the team of what Glenn calls ì competitive 
completer finishersî , Chapel Down has su"ered from a shortage of 
seasonal employees to work in the vineyards and winery throughout 
the year. ì We would typically have about 150, but Brexit has really 
a"ected that,î  says Carter. ì We hope the government will expand its 
seasonal workforce scheme.î

Carter believes England is ì on the cusp of being a truly established 
wine region of the worldî . How have we reached this point? The 
Romans grew grapes in Britain, in small pockets and probably of 
dubious quality, and letí s not forget, says Carter ñ  although the 
French prefer to ñ  that it was an Englishman, Christopher Merrett, 
who first documented the English production of sparkling wine in 
1662, 35 years before the French monk Dom PÈ rignon. But much of 
the success of the past 30 years is to do with climate change, he says. 

ì The bitter sweet part of global warming for us is that 
temperatures in the UK have risen by a whole degree over the past 

three decades, meaning that summer temperatures in south east 
England are the same as they were in the Champagne region in 
France during the late 1980s.î  We also share the same ë terroirí : the 
chalk seam that starts in … pernay and Rheims, and dips under the 
Channel, to emerge in the white cli"s of Dover and down into the 
English sparkling wine growing territory of the North Downs.

ì The only thing thatí s di"erent is that we have more of a 
maritime climate than a continental climate, which means we 
have fewer hours of sunshine, and a little more rain, but our 
growing season is longer,î  Carter continues. ì That means the 
grapes we produce are on the vines slightly longer, which is why 
they produce wines that are slightly more elegant, crisp and fresh 
than champagne.î  

Thatí s all well and good, but the French know a good thing when 
they see it, too. Pommery and Taittinger, along with Spanish
German company Henkell Freixenet, have already snapped up land 
in southern England. Will there be a land grab for grapes? 

There is plenty to go for, says Carter: there are already 10,000 acres 
of vineyard in the UK, and a great deal of suitable land, currently 
used for arable or fruit, still to be negotiated over. As the climate 
warms, wine growing will spread, he predicts. 

ì The South East will be the heartland of English wine, but there 
are already eight vineyards in Yorkshire, a couple in Scotland, and 
they go as far west as Wales and Hereford,î  he adds. ì We will see 
vine growing regions start to establish themselves all over.î  

In the meantime, Carter is relishing ì the exciting and unique 
opportunityî  heí s been given to spearhead the creation of a new and 
celebrated wine region. ì Ití s a huge legacy style project.î  

When will he know heí s succeeded? ì When the French start 
drinking Chapel Down English sparkling wine,î  he grins. 
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Translation technology is playing a bigger role in the 
international insights ecosystem, as research 
technology  becomes an increasingly vital part of 
the global research toolkit. Rob Gray reports

The 
international 
insight pipeline
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0+/0!F+2D0=K+/:#26!NC$!.23'%,"%93!BC!,+&!23.:+,3!")3!2#:3!#$!
+!)(-+&!230.#&'3&"!%&!+!0(293/4!!%"!)+0!")3!.#"3&"%+:!"#!
off er insights that are just as reliable and accurate, while 
0+9%&1!"%-3!+&'!-#&3/!%$!")3!230(:"0!,+&!<3!'3:%9323'!
$+0"324!*%")!+!0-+::32!,#0"!%&,(20%#&!")+"!,+&!<3!.+003'!
#&!"#!")3!,:%3&"6!W("!")+"L0!+!'23+-!0,3&+2%#67!
G+2:0<321!X2#(.!9%,3=.230%'3&"!#$!%&0%1)"0!+&'!

+&+:/"%,0!!8%,D!Y%,)!!+12330!%"L0!+&!35,%"%&1!"%-3!$#2!
%&0%1)"0!.2#$300%#&+:0!+&'!%&0%1)"0!$(&,"%#&!:3+'3206!

!!"#$%&'!()$*('

!!""
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!"#$%#&

A short guide 
to transtech 
terminology
!"#$%&'(%)*+,"'-$%,.&%-+/,'0!123'",4+,".5'
'()%)*+,-#.+-)*-()*-&+$%/+-0#$*#1*2#&3%*+$3*
"(&+%)%*1&#.*#$)*/+$4,+4)*0$-#*+$#-()&*+$3*
should not be confused with artifi cial intelligence 
#&*.+5(0$)*/)+&$0$46*7##4/)*'&+$%/+-)*0%*+$*89':*
;,-*;)5+,%)*-()*1&))*<)&%0#$*0%*$#-*&0$41)$5)3:*
&)%)+&5()&%*.,%-*$#-*,%)*0-*-#*-&+$%/+-)*
&)%"#$%)%**-(+-*.+=*5#$-+0$*"+&-050"+$-%>*
")&%#$+/*3+-+:*+%*-(0%*2#,/3*1+//*1#,/*#1*3+-+*
"&#-)5-0#$*&)4,/+-0#$%6*

2$%,.&%-+/,'("(/$6'02135*?011)&%*1&#.*.+5(0$)*
translation in that it is bespoke to specifi c work 
+$3*+//#2%*1#&*-()*;,0/30$4*#1*+*;+$@*#1*"&)<0#,%/=*
-&+$%/+-)3*%)$-)$5)%6*'()%)*A%)4.)$-%>*5+$*;)*
+""/0)3*-#*1,-,&)*%,&<)=%*,%0$4*+*5#.",-)&B
+%%0%-)3*-&+$%/+-0#$*CDE'F*-##/6*'9*;+$@%*-)$3*-#*
;)*4&#,")3*;=*0$30<03,+/*5/0)$-%*#&*&)/+-)3*
%,&<)=%:*+$3*+&)*-="05+//=*5#."/).)$-)3*;=*+*
‘termbase’ of specifi c words. 

7".-")*'8+-*'(#&-+&+,4#%&')%9%:+&+-+".5*G$)*
0$5&)+%0$4/=*5#..#$*+""&#+5(*-#*4/)+$0$4*
0$%04(-%*1&#.*,$%-&,5-,&)3*3+-+*0%*+330$4*
.,/-0/0$4,+/*5+"+;0/0-0)%*-#*)H0%-0$4*&)%-)5(*
"/+-1#&.%6*I#&*)H+."/):*;##%-0$4*EJ*-##/%*
*%,5(*+%*+,30#B<0%,+/*5+"-0#$0$4*%#1-2+&)*
!#$0H*20-(*.,/-0"/)*/+$4,+4)%*5+$*;)*<)&=*
,%)1,/*K*;,0/30$4*0$*%#1-2+&)*1,$5-0#$%*
-(+-*2#&@*0$*+$#-()&*/+$4,+4)*+<#03%*-()*
$))3*1#&*-&+$%/+-0#$6

!"#$%&&'($')*&$+&$,-&$$'&,.)/0$,12/0$$,''$1,-*&#)/0$

%3/4#)2/($)/$#5&$6-20-&(($+&$,-&$1,*)/0$#2$7&##&-$

26&-,#)2/,')(&$,/.$-&,')(&$#&45$(2'3#)2/($)/#2$23-$

%3/4#)2/$,/.$+,8($2%$+2-*)/09:$5&$(,8(;$

<)#5$-&(#&45$(2'3#)2/($,66&,-)/0$,4-2(($,'12(#$&=&-8$

&'&1&/#$2%$#5&$-&(&,-45$6-24&(($,/.$)/()05#($=,'3&$

45,)/$>$%-21$.,#,$42''&4#)2/$#2$,/,'8#)4(9$#5-2305$

)/()05#($42113/)4,#)2/$,/.$'2/0&-?#&-1$*/2+'&.0&$

1,/,0&1&/#$>$#5&8$,-&$-&(2'=)/0$'&0,48$6,)/$62)/#($

while  addressing ineffi  ciencies in the research process.
@-&/.($27(&-=&.$78$A)45$,-&B$-&(#&45$#5,#$.-)=&($

C3)4*&-$,/.$4216-&5&/()=&'8$3/)%2-1$13'#)?1,-*&#$.,#,$

42''&4#)2/D$-&(#&45$#5,#$&/,7'&($&/#&-6-)(&$.,#,$

1,/,0&1&/#$,/.$,/,'8()(D$,/.$-&(#&45$#5,#$.-)=&($12-&$

eff ective knowledge storage and accessibility, such as 
E#-,=)#29$+5)45$F,-'(7&-0$3(&(;$"/$#5&$6,(#9$F,-'(7&-0$5,($

7&&/$!(21&+5,#$3/.&-+5&'1&.:$78$4&-#,)/$G"$

(2'3#)2/(;$H2+&=&-9$A)45$&I6&4#($$%3-#5&-$)16-2=&1&/#($

+)''$$6-27,7'8$5,=&$,$6-2%23/.$)16,4#;$!A)05#$/2+9$#5,#$

'22*($')*&$(2'=)/0$(21&$2%$#52(&$(,1&$'&0,48$45,''&/0&($

+&$5,=&$,'+,8($5,.$>$(8/#5&()(9$(311,-)(,#)2/9$

()16')%)4,#)2/9$42113/)4,#)2/9$,/.$(52-#,0&$2%$J#)1&K;:

!"#$%&'&()*+,*+*-./0".*
of international aff ordability
@)1$<-,009$45)&%$&I&43#)=&$,#$H,''$L$M,-#/&-(9$#5)/*($

#5&$7)00&(#$#-&/.$%-21$#5&$-)(&$2%$-&(#&45$)($,$'&=&'')/0$2%$

#5&$6',8)/0$%)&'.;$<)#5$#5&$-)05#$#22'($,/.$#,'&/#9$,$

.)-&4#?#2?42/(31&-$(#,-#?369$%2-$&I,16'&9$4,/$1,*&$,/$

,.9$-&(&,-45$,/.$,((&(($)#$+)#5$#5&$(,1&$'&=&'$2%$,443-,48$

,/.$)/()05#$,($,$0),/#$%,(#?12=)/0$42/(31&-$022.($6',8&-;$

"/$&((&/4&9$G"$,/.$1,45)/&$'&,-/)/0$NOPQ$,-&$

.&124-,#)()/0$-&(&,-45$$,#$,$1,-*&#$$,/.$$4-2((?72-.&-$

level because the price point is aff ordable for everyone. 
!@5&$7)0$7-,/.($5,=&$#2$%)/.$4216&#)#)=&$,.=,/#,0&$%-21$

#5&)-$(4,'&$)/$2#5&-$+,8($/2+9$+5&#5&-$#5,#K($%)-(#?6,-#8$

.,#,$2-$(21&#5)/0$&'(&9:$(,8($<-,00;$!R3#$/2?2/&$4,/$

aff ord not to take advantage of the restech revolution.”
H,''$L$M,-#/&-($-&4&/#'8$+2-*&.$+)#5$#5&$0'27,'$

)/()05#$#&,1$,#$,$.&')=&-8$4216,/8$$#5,#$(2305#$#2$

)16-2=&$#5&$)11&.),48$,/.$)16,4#$2%$)/()05#($%-21$

,4-2(($#5&$73()/&((;$$"#$+,/#&.$#2$,44&'&-,#&$#5&$(6&&.$2%$

reporting from three diff erent trackers and find an 
,'#&-/,#)=&$#2$#)1&?42/(31)/0$M2+&-M2)/#$-&62-#)/0$,/.$

.,#,$-&C3&(#(;

H,''$L$M,-#/&-($4217)/&.$.,#,$%-21$#5&$#-,4*&-($#2$

4-&,#&$.,(572,-.($,44&(()7'&$#2$3(&-($,4-2(($#5&$

!"#$%&'()#*(&''

**LM
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!!"#$%&'!()$*('

!"##

!"#$%&'$(&!%)*+,-*(-$.*/'-0*(,-*&%1!".$(&!%*(!*2/34&',*

&%(-"%$4*$"(&54-'*&%'2&"-0*36*&.2!"($%(*(,-.-'*$%0*

1&%0&%#')*7%5-*/'-*!1*(,-*24$(1!".*3-5$.-*8&0-'2"-$09*

'-$"5,9*'2-%0*$%0*$22*0!8%4!$0*0$($*8$'*$00-09*$%0*

(,-*$/0&-%5-*8&0-%-0*(!*-%5!.2$''*-:-"6*(&-"*!1*#4!3$4*

management. Sharing stories from diff erent markets 
,-42-0*&0-%(&16*5!..!%*2"!34-.'*$%0*,&#,4&#,(-0*

cultural diff erences for leaders to factor into their 
decision-making.
;,-3&9*8,!'-*'!1(8$"-*&'*/'-0*(!*1&%0*&%'&#,('*&%*:!&5-*

$%0*:&0-!*0$($9*,$'*'--%*$%*&%5"-$'-*&%*./4(&<5!/%("6*

qual and customer experience work where clients are 
looking for a consistent, quantifiable way to do analysis 
across markets. On a project basis, says chief executive 
Mike Page, multinational agencies are collecting data via 
$/0&!*$%0*:&0-!9*$%0*2"!:&0&%#*;,-3&*8&(,*$/0&!*!"*

:&0-!*1&4-')*+,-*'!1(8$"-*(,-%*0!-'*.$5,&%-<3$'-0*

speech-to-text transcription and translation, and makes 
(,-.*&%'($%(46*$:$&4$34-**=*$4!%#*8&(,*>%!%5!%'5&!/'*

-.!(&!%*'5!"-'?**=*(!*4!5$4*$%0*5-%("$4&'-0*(-$.*.-.3-"'*

:&$*$*2!"($49*1!"*$%$46'&'*$%0*1!"*0-:-4!2&%#*2"-'-%($(&!%'*

that include highlight reels of people speaking. 
“The most forward-thinking agencies are looking for 

$%*-$'6*8$6*(!*2"!5-''9*$%$46'-9*'(!"-**$%0*"-:&'&(*$44*!1*

their human speech assets for studies and trackers, and 
$5"!''*'(/0&-'9@*'$6'*;$#-)*A+,-6*(62&5$446*8$%(*(!*3-*

$34-*(!*&%(-"$5(*8&(,*(,-*0$($*&%*&('*!"&#&%$4*4$%#/$#-*$%0*

&%*$*'-5!%0*4$%#/$#-9*/'/$446*B%#4&',)*C'&%#*(-5,%!4!#6*

$%0*$*5-%("$4&'-0*$22"!$5,*5$%*"-'/4(*&%*.!"-*5!%'&'(-%(*

$%0*'-$.4-''*$%$46'&'*$5"!''*5!/%("&-'9*-'2-5&$446*1!"*

(-D(<3$'-0*$%$46'&'*!1*(,-*8!"0'*2-!24-*/'-*$%0*1!"*

:!&5-<3$'-0*$%$46'&'*!1*2-!24-?'*%!%5!%'5&!/'*-.!(&!%')@

;,-3&*'--'*,/.$%*'2--5,*$'*(,-*"&5,-'(*'!/"5-*!1*

&%'&#,(*!%*3!(,*$*5!%'5&!/'*$%0*%!%5!%'5&!/'*4-:-4*)*;$#-*

2!&%('*!/(*(,$(*(,-*(-5,%!4!#6*%--0-0*(!*"/%*'.!!(,-"*

voice-enabled multinational projects, and gain new 
&%'&#,('*1"!.*(,-.9*&'*$:$&4$34-*$%0*(,-"-*&'*$4"-$06*$%*

uptick in its use. Voice-enabled research software helps 
5!44-5(*,&#,<E/$4&(6*"-'2!%'-'*1"!.*!1(-%*/%0-"'-":-0*

#"!/2'**8&(,*4-''*$55-''*(!*(-5,%!4!#69*4!8-"*!"*%!*

proficiency  in writing, or diffi  culty communicating using 
keyboards. It is integrated with tablets and mobile 
2,!%-'*/'-0*&%*(,-*1&-409*'!*"-'2!%0-%('*5$%*/'-*(,-&"*

!8%*8!"0')*

A+,-*("$%'5"&2(&!%'*$%0*("$%'4$(&!%'*$"-*1/446*,$%04-0*

by software, quickly bringing quality results back to local 
$%0*5-%("$446**4!5$(-0*"-'-$"5,-"'*&%*54-$"9*/'$34-*

language,” explains Page. “In addition, when 
nonconscious emotions are detected from speaker s’ 
:!&5-'9*"-'-$"5,-"'**5$%*($2*&%(!*$*%-8*'-(*!1*&%'&#,('*

without hooking up specialised devices that early forms 
!1*%!%5!%'5&!/'*"-'2!%'-*.-$'/"-.-%(*"-E/&"-0)@*

Insight Engineers managing director Jeff  Deighton says 
*(,-*"&'-*!1*,$".!%&'$(&!%*'2-5&$4&'('*9*'/5,*$'*F-''-D*

Insights , indicates a client need for harmonised data. On 
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!"#$%#&

''()

!"#$%&'()#*(&''

!"#$%&'&()*+&,-.&/&).%0-/#123).&-
0&+4/-%#++&%2-0$50'67)+$28-.&/4#(/&/-
1.#9-#12&(-7(,&./&.:&,-5.#74/;-

!"#$%!&!'$"%()*'+"&$#$!&,-$&#"./#'".!0$",(*')*1$*,)$#"
2(&"#/&3$4"%5!'2(&.#"'-!'"(*54"(%$&!'$")2",(**$,'$6"'("'-$"
.(7)5$"*$'8(&0"!*6""#(",!*9'"7$"/#$6")*"&/&!5"(&"&$.('$"
!&$!#:";*#)1-'"<*1)*$$&#"-!#"$*,(/*'$&$6"'-)#"%&(75$."
(*"%&(=$,'#")*">2&),!:"?-$"#(5/')(*@"A/.!*")*'$&3)$8$&#"
!*6"B/&3$4?(C("(*"'-$)&"5!%'(%"(&"'!75$'+"#4*,)*1"!'"
*)1-'"(&"8-$*"'-$4"!&$"-(.$"!*6"-!3$"D)EF)+")*#'$!6"(2"
5)3$"/#)*1"'-$"G/!5'&),#"6!'!E,(55$,')(*"%5!'2(&.:""

;*#)1-'"<*1)*$$&#"6($#"!"5('"(2"(*5)*$"H/!*'"!*6"H/!5"
8(&0+"!*6"(*$"(2"'-$"'&$*6#"I$)1-'(*"-!#"(7#$&3$6")#"!"
&)#$")*"J./5')E.(6$"%&(=$,'#"!*6".(&$"6(E5$!&*E6(+"
&$,(*3$*)*1"%!&'),)%!*'#"2&(."%-!#$"(*$"(2"!"&$#$!&,-"
%&(=$,'"'("#-(8"8-!'"-!#",-!*1$6"2&(."'-!'")*%/'"!*6"
/#)*1"'-$."'("-(*$"2/&'-$&"K:"

L((&">;"'&!*#5!')(*#",(*')*/$"'("7$"!"J75)1-'K+"#!4#"
I$)1-'(*:";*#'$!6+"'-$",(.%!*4""'&!*#5!'$#")*)')!554")*'("
('-$&"5!*1/!1$#"8)'-"%&(2$##)(*!5"'&!*#5!')(*",(.%!*)$#"
!*6"'-$*"7!,0"'&!*#5!'$#"8)'-"!*">;")*'("<*15)#-+"'("
#$*#$",-$,0:"

?-!'"#!)6+""'-$&$"!&$"!5#("%(#)')3$"#)1*#"(2"'&!*#'$,-"
).%&(3)*1")*"'-$"%!#'",(/%5$"(2"4$!&#:"M*5)*$"H/!5)'!')3$"
&$#$!&,-",(.%!*4"A)1-"?$,-"I$3$5(%.$*'#"NA?IO"
&$,$*'54"&!*"#$##)(*#"2(&"'-$"D(&56"A$!5'-"M&1!*)P!')(*+"
8-),-"8!*'$6"'("5)#'$*"'("!*6"$*1!1$"8)'-"!"./5')5)*1/!5"
%!*$5"(2"6(,'(&#"8-("8$&$"2&(*'5)*$"Q(3)6ERS"
&$#%(*6$&#:"T!%!*$#$+"U(&$!*+"Q-)*$#$+"?!)8!*$#$+"
>/#'&!5)!*"!*6"B)*1!%(&$!*"6(,'(&#""-!6"'-$)&"(8*"
#)./5'!*$(/#"'&!*#5!')(*"#("'-$4",(/56"5)#'$*"'("
$3$&4'-)*1"7$)*1"#!)6""V"!*6""#(",(/56"'-$"(7#$&3$&#:

HTD off ers AI, personally identifiable information-
&$6!,'$6"'&!*#,&)%'#"6)&$,'"2&(."'-$">.!P(*">DB"
network. Chief operating offi  cer and co-founder Rob 
D!55)#"#!4#W"JD$"!5#("/#$">;"'("6$'$,'"2)5'$&#"/#$6"74"
&$#%(*6$*'#"'(".!#0"'-$)&"'&/$")6$*')'4:K"?("6!'$+">#)!")#"
'-$"(*54"%!&'"(2"'-$"8(&56")*"8-),-"A?I"-!#"6)#,(3$&$6"
)6$*')'4".!#0)*1:"JG/!*'"!*6"H/!5"!&$".$&1)*1"!*6"!"5('"
(2"'&!6)')(*!5"&$#$!&,-$&#"!&$"*('"-!%%4+K"#!4#"D!55)#:"
J?-$"7)11$#'"&$!#(*"2(&"'-)#")#"'-!'"'-$"6$3$5(%$&#"8-("
6$#)1*"'-$"%5!'2(&.#"-!3$"*("'&/$"/*6$&#'!*6)*1"(2"8-!'"
7('-"8(&56#")*3(53$:K

;'9#"/%"'("&$#$!&,-$&#"'("1$'"(*"'(%"(2"'-$#$")##/$#:"
?-!'"")#"-!%%$*)*1"!5&$!64:">#"<.%(8$&9#"L!&')*1'(*"
$X%5!)*#+"'-$")*#)1-'")*6/#'&4")#"*(8"J./,-".(&$"
)*'$&$#'$6")*")*'$55)1$*'")*'$1&!')(*K"8)'-"%!&'*$&#"8-("
-!3$"!"#'&(*1"3!5/$"%&(%(#)')(*:"M2'$*+"'-!'"8)55"$*'!)5"
.!&&4)*1"&$#'$,-"!*6"'&!*#'$,-"'("1$'"'-$"7$#'"(2"7('-"
8(&56#+"#$''5)*1"(*"!"#.!&'"7!5!*,$"(2"!/'(.!')(*"!*6"
-/.!*"$X%$&')#$:"
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Functional effectiveness: when operational efficiency 
trumps new technology
!"#$%&'%$"()(%*%#+%#%,-*.)(+-/)0(%*#1%
$-%0-2+&3()#4,1%)(3/0(%0-+$+5%&20)(#+(%
profi ts and retain clients – without 
)(,1&26%-2%2(*%$(0"2-,-6&(+7
82%9:;<5%8=>%)(0-62&+(3%$"(%)-,(%-'%

4/+&2(++%?)-0(++%@#2#6(@(2$%&2%
#,,-*&26%#,,%4/+&2(++%-?()#$&-2+%$-%
function together effi ciently , ultimately 
$-%+()A(%0/+$-@()+%4($$()B%82%?#)$&0/,#)5%
-/)%'#+$.?#0(35%3&+)/?$(3%&23/+$)1%
benefi ts, where assessing the health of 
1-/)%4/+&2(++%?)-0(++(+%0#2%4(%#+%
(''(0$&A(%#+%#3-?$&26%2(*%)(+$(0"B
C-)%6,-4#,%)(+(#)0"5%&$%"#+%4((2%

?)-A(2%$"#$%&@?)-A&26%$"(%D'/20$&-2#,%
effectiveness’, or operational effi ciency, 
-'%$(0"2-,-6&0#,%$-/0"?-&2$+%0#2%
)(3/0(%$"(%$&@(%%$-%%@#)E($%-'%
&2$()2#$&-2#,%+/)A(1+%41%F:G%H*&22&26%
0#+(%+$/315%>IJ%K?()#$&-2+%L*#)3+%
D=(+$%J/??-)$%J()A&0(+M%9:9:NB%=/+&2(++%
?)-0(++%@#2#6(@(2$%"#+%(O/#,,1%
4((2%,#/3(3%'-)P
●%I(3/0&26%0-+$+
● Increasing profi ts
●%Q)(#$()%/$&,&+#$&-2%-'%)(+-/)0(+
●%820)(#+&26%0/+$-@()%+#$&+'#0$&-2
●%8@?)-A&26%*-)E&26%0-23&$&-2+

●  R2"#20&26%(O/#,&$15%3&A()+&$1%
#23%&20,/+&-2

●  I(3/0&26%2(6#$&A(%
(2A&)-2@(2$#,%&@?#0$B

=/+&2(++%?)-0(++%@#2#6(@(2$%0#2%4(%
&2&$&#$(3%&2%$*-%+$(?+5%4)-#3,1%+?(#E&26B

The fi rst is to establish standard 
-?()#$&26%?)-0(3/)(+%4($*((2%1-/)%
)(+(#)0"S3#$#%#2#,1+&+%$(#@+5%1-/)%
E(1%0,&(2$+5%#23%1-/)%+/??,1%0"#&2B%
83(2$&'1%$#+E+5%+?(0&'1%*"-%&+%
)(+?-2+&4,(%'-)%$"(@5%#23%(+$#4,&+"%
&2%*"&0"%-)3()%$"(1%#)(%%$-%"#??(2B%
820,/3(%#21%+?(0&#,&+$%$()@&2-,-61%
-)%?-$(2$&#,%0-20()2+B%C)-@%$"()(5%
1-/%"#A(%$"(%@(#2+%$-%@&$&6#$(%
$"(%)&+E%-'%@&+0-@@/2&0#$&-25%
(2+/)(%)(6/,#$-)1%0-@?,&#20(5%#23%
&20)(#+(%$"(%+$&0E#4&,&$1%-'%1-/)%
-''()&26%$-%0,&(2$+B
T"(%+(0-23%+$(?%&+%$-%@#?%1-/)%

?)-0(++(+%%#23%#++(++%)(6/,#),1%%'-)%
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take this demonstration of the value of 
insight a step further, by setting up an 
online training course. ì My first module 
was ë what is insightí , with module two 
being the di!erences between 
qualitative and quantitative insight,î  
she says. 

ì It was really basic stu!, but every 
month another module was launched 
using an online platform.î  

The programme has been deemed a 
success internally, costing £1,800 per 
year to run the online training platform, 
and reaching 436 employees in 20 
countries across Panasonic. ì It is not 
easy, but what helps is having one or two 
people to support and sponsor you,î  
adds Hanson, explaining that the 
companyí s leadership has subsequently 
embraced insight. Her team has since 
expanded in Germany, with Hanson 
based in London and reporting to the 
head of marketing. 

A new horizon
Panasonic is arguably best known for its 
televisions and home entertainment 
products, but the companyí s range goes 
far beyond that, and includes hair and 
beauty, and kitchen appliances. It is, for 
example, one of the five biggest 
hairdryer producers in the world. This 
side of the business was poorly 
understood in Europe, however, and 
was not a major revenue stream. 
Hanson set out to try 
to change that, using the 
UK as a test market.

ì The brief 
was very 

takes a certain skill set to establish this 
type of best practice,î  she says. 

Hanson faced a sizeable challenge. 
ì They wanted someone who had a 
breadth of skills when it came to market 
research, shopper as well as consumer 
insight,î  she says. ì Panasonic, historically, 
is known for high quality televisions, but 
distribution was restricted to the likes of 
John Lewis. It was a very premium 
targeting in terms of the brand
positioning story, as well as the product 
o!ering. That made sense to a certain 
point, but the growth ambition from the 
headquarters in Japan was how it could 
build the portfolio and business beyond 
premium televisions.î

It was a slow process embedding 
herself in the company and expanding 
knowledge of insights among sta!. For 
the first three years at Panasonic, Hanson 
stood alone, solely responsible for the 
companyí s research work across Europe. 

Agency partners and freelance 
researchers were brought on board, but, 
otherwise, major decisions were made in 
Osaka. ì Products and the strategy for 
Europe is developed in Japan,î  says 
Hanson. ì There will be consultations 
with local management or the chief 
executive for Europe and their team, 
but the decision making still happens at 
the headquarters.î

In 2019, Hanson decided to get to grips 
with Panasonicí s internal understanding 
of the value of insight, inspired partly by a 
colleagueí s question about what an 
insight manager ë didí . She ran several 
workshops describing what insight 
brings to the business, but decided to 
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!ōnosuke Matsushita started 
his business in Japan in 1918, 
selling duplex lamp sockets 
before expanding to other 

products, including a line of bicycle 
lamps and electric irons. The company 
he founded, then known as Matsushita 
Electric, would later expand into areas 
such as consumer electronics, cooking 
accessories and beauty products. 
That companyí s name is Panasonic, and 
it has since become one of Japaní s most 
recognisable exports.

Panasonic is based in, and run from, 
Japan, but has a strong global presence. 
This has led it into competition with 
many regional and global rivals, from 
Dyson in the UK to Philips in the 
Netherlands and Braun in Germany. 
Insight is helping the company increase 
its footprint in Europe and compete 
within a cut throat market.

Despite the size of the company and 
its long term presence in Europe, 
Panasonic has a relatively new insight 
function on the continent. Rewind five 
years, and there was no member of sta!
heading a market research or insight 
department, or operating in any role 
primarily overseeing either discipline, 
across Europe.

Then, five years ago, that changed with 
the appointment of Shane Hanson, head 
of insight and innovation. Hanson began 
her career at Procter & Gamble and held 
senior insights roles at brands including 
KP Snacks and Philips before taking on 
the challenge of building a European 
insight presence at Panasonic. ì I think 
tech companies are just realising that it 
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clear ñ  in order to grow strategically 
important categories, such as health and 
grooming, we needed to know what the 
customer was looking for,î  she says. ì It is 
all about growing, commercially, our 
strategic categories that are not our 
bread and butter. We need a lot of 
real time insight for that.î

Panasonic brought on board 
Kantar TGI, which runs survey led, 
nationally representative research to 
identify strategic target audiences for the 
brand across all consumer electronics 
categories. This allows it to develop 
market strategies and understand 
customer needs as they evolve with 
age and circumstances. 

Panasonic also works with 
other insight companies 
globally, including Brand 
Genetics, CloudArmy 
and Untapped 
Innovation, 
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on messaging and what would resonate 
with customers.

 The UK findings for the hairdryer 
research were broadly similar to those 
for the other three European markets ñ  
France, Germany and Italy ñ  tested by 
Panasonic and Kantar TGI. This was not 
the case for some categories ñ  for 
example, kitchen appliances, which 
showed greater divergence in attitudes 
between the markets (see boxout).

A new market
In the past two years, Panasonic has 
introduced further beauty products into 
the UK, such as hair straighteners, and 
launched the Nanoe in more countries, 
such as Poland. The success of the 
hairdryer research has meant that extra 
budget has been released in house to 
boost its insight capacity. 

There have been tweaks along the way. 
Research by Hanson found issues with 
Amazon reviews for the Nanoe, with 
most negative reviews homing in on 
alleged hair damage. The company 
altered product descriptions in Europe to 
ensure the products were used correctly, 

companies and quality products more 
broadly, and that Panasonicí s track 
history in the technology industry meant 
it was warmly received by consumers 
when branching into a new area, such as 
the premium hairdryer market. The 
latent quality of the brand could 
therefore be leveraged to help challenge 
rival hairdryer producers.

ì There is a very high awareness ñ  
probably 90% of the population have 
heard of us. That put us in a very strong 
position as a brand,î  says Hanson. 

Panasonicí s research suggested the UK 
would provide a good opportunity to 
test its ability to compete for consumers 
for premium products and take on a 
homegrown rival in Dyson. This meant 
adopting a similar price and positioning 
as Dyson, with Kantar providing input 

and has a pulse survey for consumer and 
shopper views on the brand.

The plan for its beauty section was to 
carry out primary research across the UK, 
Italy, France and Germany, and decide 
how best to market products such as 
hairdryers in those countries, and which 
retail outlets to target to stock the items. 

Kapil Sampanthan, business 
development director at Kantar TGI, says 
the UK was used as a test market to help 
understand what was needed to bridge 
the gap between products and market 
needs. The aim was to know the 
challenges for Panasonic in the market, 
as well as who the ideal customer is and 
how to compete with rival brands. In 
addition, Sampanthan said the biggest 
goal was to identify the most important 
factors driving customersí  purchase 
decisions. ì Is it price; is it quality; is it 
sustainability; is it your packaging? How 
best do you want to communicate with 
this consumer?î  

Panasonic used the research to inform 
the launch of its Nanoe hairdryer in 
Boots stores. The research found a strong 
association between Japanese 
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Panasonic is looking to 
challenge competitors 
in Europe with its 
men’s grooming kits
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removing the potential for future 
negative reviews along similar lines. 

For Hanson, part of what drives 
commercial success is ì working tech or 
engineering speak into consumer
meaningful language on a customer
facing portalî . This requires a deep 
understanding of consumer needs and 
how the technology works, then bringing 
the two together as content for product 
web pages on Amazon, Argos and Boots.  

The research resulted in Panasonic 
doubling its hairdryer sales in Boots in 
2020 and selling four times the number 
of hairdryers on Black Friday. ì Selling 
5,000 units in a day was unheard of in the 
history of Panasonic,î  adds Hanson. 

Tracking customer sentiment and 
attitudes has also shown that the 
premium market is still holding up, 
despite a cost of living crisis in the UK. 
Hanson says consumers have become 
ë more mindful about where they spendí , 
with mass market items most a!ected, 
and the popularity of other, cheaper 
hairdryers has been hit harder than 
premium categories. 

ì As a society, we are moving more 
towards conscious or mindful 
consumption versus two or three years 
ago,î  she adds. ì That shi" is becoming 
more prominent during this cost of
living crisis.î

With this in mind, Panasonic has begun 
a project to help better understand who 
is driving the demand for sustainable 
products and services across Europe, 
and what customers are looking for 
when shopping for more 
environmentally friendly items, with the
research still under way when this 
article was written. ë Eco segmentsí  
research o!ered by Kantar TGI is being 
used to understand more about 
consumer expectations and preferences 
in this area. 

ì To become a brand that is taken 
seriously on the topic of sustainability, 
we will have to adapt our product 
portfolio,î  says Hanson. 

Just as in the days of Kōnosuke 
Matsushita, Panasonic is looking at how 
it can expand into new product 
categories. This time, insight is helping to 
lead the way.
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! or an organisation that promotes 
the benefits of reading, ití s 
perhaps not surprising that 
learning and curiosity are at the 

heart of BookTrustí s approach.
The charity has a strategic commitment 

to behaviour change: getting a generation 
of children reading ñ  across England, 
Wales and Northern Ireland ñ  through 
programmes that provide families with 
books, resources and advice to 
encourage parents and carers to read 
with their children.

Such a significant goal requires 
dedication to evidence: producing it, 
gathering it, analysing it and acting on it.

ì Learning, evidence and insights are 
very much a cross organisational 
endeavour within BookTrust,î  says 
Ruthann Hughes, director of research and 
impact at the charity. ì Having an 
evidence led way of working requires 
learning to be happening in quite a big 
cross functional organisation, so ití s very 
much a shared endeavour.î

While the research and impact team 
contributes significantly to this, it works 
closely with other teams within the 
organisation. This ë shared endeavourí  
involves collaboration with, for example, a 
design and innovation team and a 
partnership team that works on the 
ground with families to deliver resources 
and inspire children with their reading.
Data, insights and evidence filter into 
almost everything BookTrust does, 
because it has set itself up to ì do social 
innovation in a really structured wayî , says 
Hughes. ì When it comes to learning, we 
are firing on all cylinders ñ  because ití s in 
everything weí re doing.î

From ethnography to understand how it 
can help foster reading habits within 
families, to identifying strategic 
opportunities, testing ideas, evaluating 
pilots and feeding insights back into 
organisational planning, the organisation 
conducts a significant volume of research 
ñ  all of which is carefully curated to ensure 
it will feed into its key strategic priorities.

Supporting this is what Hughes terms ë a 
jigsaw of learningí , of which the research 
and impact team is part. In the past three 
years, the team has grown from three 
researchers to nine today. A mixed 
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reading, by placing a firm focus on understanding family life.
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has a really positive contribution to 
improving life outcomes generally, 
particularly for disadvantaged families.î

While the organisation wants all 
children to have access to reading, it also 
runs more targeted programmes aimed 
specifically at low income families and 
children in care, for example. It is currently 
developing more targeted interventions 
focused on low income families, designed 
for children from birth to five, with 
research informing the design of 
interventions. ì Weí re trying to build up 
the moments where families are 
supported in their reading journeys 
through BookTrust,î  says Hughes.

The organisationí s BookStart Preschool 
and BookStart Toddler early years 
targeted o!ers aim to support low income 
families with shared reading, and 
BookTrust has distributed packs to 
425,000 families through more than 5,000 
early years settings, alongside ë Storytellerí  
resources for early years practitioners, 
with evidence from co design activities 
informing the design of the programmes. 

For example, families and practitioners 
told the researchers that the bonding 
moments between a child and an adult 
sharing a book are important. Parents and 
carers were motivated by the positive 
feelings they experience in these 
moments and seeing their childrení s 
responses. BookTrust took this on board 
and designed its books and resources in 

these packs to foster positive interactions 
between parents and carers and young 
children, with an emphasis on play. 

Additionally, the organisationí s Family 
Survey found a lack of confidence among 
target audience families. For some, 
reading was associated with negative 
experiences at school for example, with 
some saying that the word ë bookí  
brought back unhappy memories of 
lessons. BookTrust developed its 
resources and messages accordingly to 
communicate that there is no right or 
wrong way to share a story and that 
shared reading can happen anywhere. It is 
also developing tools to help build 
parental confidence.

Exploring new territories
One of the ways in which BookTrust is 
expanding its understanding of how 
reading can work in familiesí  lives in a way 
thatí s going to help is ethnographic work 
involving digital contributions from 
participants via video calls and diaries.

Through this research, the organisation 
is exploring ì new territoriesî  to help it aid 
families in their reading, explains Hughes.  
ì Some low income families have 
particular challenges around time and 
access to activities and resources and we 
want to be there for these families, so we 
are trying to learn with them about how 
we can help.î  It has been working with 
innovation consultancy Untapped to 
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methods team, it comprises various skills 
and areas of expertise: theory of change, 
monitoring learning, and deliberative 
engagement being a few.

Hughes says the varied skill sets 
complement those of others within 
BookTrust.

Making reading happen
In 2021, BookTrust set out a new five year 
strategy outlining how it would support 
families to adopt or change behaviours 
that help them to create and cultivate a 
reading habit. In the charityí s own words, 
this was a ë new and ambitious directioní  
and it now uses a ë theory of changeí  
COM B behaviour model to guide and 
inform its work, based on extensive 
internal and external evidence.  

The research and impact team carries 
out a large amount of work focused on 
data, insight and evidence on what is 
required to establish the reading habits 
that the organisation is working to create. 
This includes reviewing external evidence 
on the various outcomes the organisation 
needs to meet to contribute to sustained 
behaviour change. ì A complex theory of 
change approach requires a lot of analysis 
and synthesis of external evidence,î  
says Hughes.

Research priorities are formed from the 
organisationí s strategic priorities, and 
encouraging shared reading in the early 
years of life is a core focus of its work, 
because of a body of evidence showing 
the positive impacts of reading at an early 
age. Hughes explains: ì We know that if we 
can crack reading behaviours in the early 
years, children are much more likely to 
continue reading through childhood and 
into adult life and therefore go on to 
experience the multiple, transformative, 
long term benefits of reading.î

Interventions by the charity in the early 
years space include Bookstart Baby, a 
programme where every child aged up to 
12 months is eligible for a free pack of 
books and resources.

ì We want to get children reading so that 
they can go on to enjoy better wellbeing, 
better parental child bonding, better 
school readiness and outcomes through 
school,î  says Hughes. ì Later in life, 
wellbeing is a!ected by reading. Reading 
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contributing to wider conversations about 
development in the early years. And 
internally, findings from the research are 
underpinning various strategic decisions.

For example, research informed the 
development of the Storytime 
programme, o!ering story sessions for 
young children in 2,000 libraries. At the 
point of scoping it out, the organisation 
drew on a finding from the Family Survey 
that almost half (47%) of low income 
families are not registered with a library. 
Additionally, qual and co design work 
highlighted that libraries were not 
necessarily viewed as places to visit with 
young children ñ  for example, some 
families said that they viewed libraries as 
places where children are expected to sit 
down quietly and listen, and this deterred 
them from attending. 

As well as using research with families 
to shape the development of the 
Storytime pilot, the organisation drew on 
insight from library sta! to develop tools 
aimed at supporting libraries, particularly 
to engage new families and work with 
local community organisations. 
Continued research with libraries, 
including feedback surveys, is used to 
evaluate whatí s working.  

Elsewhere, BookTrustí s Letterbox 
Survey this year received 350 responses 
from children in foster care, sharing their 
feedback on the long running Letterbox 
Club, a programme that delivers 
age appropriate book parcels to children 
within the care system. Hughes says: ì Ití s 
an old school paper survey that we feel is 
important for the audience weí re 
researching here.î

The organisation is also embarking on 
its first longitudinal study, working with a 
cohort of families from the start of family 
life ñ  birth onwards ñ  to understand how 
reading behaviours formulate in families 
and the role of BookTrust within this. 

Across the various research activities, 
there is not one standout approach when 

devise a methodology focused on ë deep 
conversations and understanding the 
granularity of everyday life,í  says Hughes.

There are methodological challenges 
that come with conducting research with 
seldom heard groups. Hughes explains: 
ì Within our target audience, accessing at 
scale the kinds of families weí re trying to 
support, and getting their involvement in 
research, is an ongoing endeavour.

ì This is wider than just our organisation 
ñ  I think thereí s definitely a challenge 
around representation of low income 
families in panel work.î  

Additionally, while pointing to the 
ì really big benefits of the opportunities 
created by online researchî , Hughes 
highlights another challenge in this area, 
not unique to BookTrust, that can cause a 
barrier for participants ñ  that of internet 
and device accessibility.

ì Where we are working with low
income families, thereí s the ongoing 
challenge of how you make sure that 
those families are properly able to 
contribute to learning, because there are 
challenges around access to data, as well 
as device ownership. There are issues 
around families sharing one smartphone, 
and therefore we need to be thinking 
about how we plan for that.î

Measuring at scale
At the other end of the spectrum, 
quantitative research, including the 
BookTrust Family Survey, a national study 
of low income families that involved 2,150 
families last year, is important to help the 
organisation measure at scale.

ì For us as an organisation, ití s 
fundamental to listen to the voices of the 
families that we are seeking to support, so 
being able to do that at a national level 
with that number of low income families 
is really important to us and remains an 
ongoing focus,î  says Hughes.

Insights from the survey will be shared 
outside BookTrust with the aim of 

it comes to methodology. A mixed 
approach is key, according to Hughes. ì Ití s 
about having the awareness of and ability 
to flex and use di!erent methodologies 
and to learn as we go. 

ì As an organisation, weí re learning ñ  
but weí re also learning about the learning. 
Continuous improvement applies also to 
the way we structure and approach our 
learning activities with families and 
practitioners and we are always listening 
to feedback.î

This listening extends to business 
planning. The research and impact team 
creates opportunities in the planning 
cycle to review current and recent 
evidence so that the organisation is 
continuously building its understanding 
of what works and what doesní t. This 
involves a lot of sharing with di!erent 
parts of the charity, with cross functional 

©BookTrust
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teams set up to focus on specific goals ñ  
for example, one team focuses on working 
with vulnerable people.

Speaking with Hughes, there is a sense 
that no opportunities are wasted, with the 
organisation looking to put every bit of 
evidence it gathers towards that ultimate, 
overarching goal. 

But of course, changing habits doesní t 
come quickly ñ  in bookish terms, it might 
be more akin to absorbing yourself in a 
lengthy classic rather than a digestible 
holiday page turner.

ì The biggest challenge is that we 
know that behaviour change is 
complex, takes time, and requires a 
breadth of activities,î  says Hughes. 
ì Ití s not an easy win and we wouldní t 
expect it to be. It requires a really 
structured, thoughtful approach to 
learning and innovation.î  
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.verything you do, type, see, buy, watch or listen 
to online creates data.  Despite its importance to 
organisations worldwide, it is widely believed 

that, in this hi tech age we, as humans, have limited 
control over the data we create. 

But what if you had a tool that   allowed you to 
decide who has access to your information and 
gave you ownership over your personal details, 
even down to your consumer spending patterns or 
carbon footprint?

A personal data store (PDS) is an attempt to rectify 
the  lack of data privacy online.  It is a fledgling idea for 
a service that allows an individual to store, manage 
and use their personal data in a highly secure and 
structured way, as well as controlling who can access 

)*!!
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Areas such as health and finance were the most 
popular elements for users of the prototype PDS, 
allowing them to keep tabs on spending or exercise. 
A feature that measured and kept track of peopleí s 
carbon footprint, allowing them to see where 
improvements could be made, was also viewed 
favourably. In all, 70% of respondents in the 
quantitative survey said they knew how a PDS 
worked, with 68% of under 35s open to using one.

Data security, however, was seen as an issue by 
research participants, especially with the BBC 
being better known for television and radio than 
cutting edge technology. However, respondents 
said they trusted the BBC as an institution and 
would consider using a PDS designed and run by 
the organisation. 

ì The PDS wouldní t hold your NHS data. You 
wouldní t put it in ñ  the PDS would access it,î  explains 
Josephine Hansom, managing director, youth, at 
Savanta. ì The BBC wouldní t see any of it. Addressing 
the comprehension of things like that is the crux of 
whether you are going to be able to deliver the PDS.î  

One part of the PDS that did not ë landí  was the 
media section, says Sharp, which 
was a crucial area to get right if 
the BBC was to consider taking 
the PDS forward. The prototype 
allowed Spotify, Amazon, BBC 
Sounds and iPlayer data to be 
analysed, but proved less popular 
than other features. ì For us to get 
any traction with this technology 
within the BBC, we had to nail 
what the media proposition 

would be,î  Sharp explains. ì That helped us home in 
on what we wanted to do next and come up with the 
idea of the watch party.î

The ë watch partyí  is an ongoing project between 
BBC Together and Data Pod, run with world wide web 
founder Sir Tim Berners Lee, that allows people 
to watch BBC shows with friends and family on a 
laptop or desktop, and then access data on their 
viewing habits. 

The BBC is also working with other organisations 
exploring this technology, such as NHS England and 
the Ministry of Justice, to exchange knowledge and 
work on shared challenges. 

Sharp says the project has been a success so far, 
with a lot of repeat visitors, and shows the potential 
for a PDS to work in the future. 

ì It is only a first step, but the prototype is getting 
people to see their data and think what they want to 
do with it,î  she adds. ì We have framed this well and it 
shows that, technically, we can do it. The BBC totally 
should be doing this on behalf of all UK citizens.î  

that information. This could mean sharing details with 
a mortgage provider for the duration of a mortgage 
application, for example, and then choosing to 
remove access later. It could also include analysing ñ  
and even selling ñ  your own personal data.

The BBC is one organisation that has shown interest 
in the idea of a PDS, and it began toying with the 
concept three years ago. 

ì We all knew large organisations were exploiting 
personal data for their own good,î  says Eleni Sharp, 
head of product at BBC Research & Development. 
ì We felt the BBC had an opportunity to do things 
di!erently. We thought ë let us put focused energy into 
personal data stores, do some technical trials, look at 
what audiences think, and then feed our 
recommendations back into the BBC and the industry 
as a wholeí .î  

The BBC developed a prototype of a PDS that 
allowed users to view and analyse their data in several 
areas, including: viewing and listening habits; financial 
behaviour; carbon emissions; and health and fitness. 
Users could explore the data held, but the prototype 
did not allow them control over who could or could 
not access the information at this 
early stage in development. 

To explore the case of pursuing 
a PDS, and to help understand 
public attitudes to the concept, 
the BBC appointed Savanta to 
conduct research on the issue.
The Savanta research 
incorporated expert interviews 
with five data protection 
specialists, followed by cognitive 
testing with 12 pairs of 16  to 25 year old friends. A 
quantitative phase came next, consisting of a 
15 minute online survey with 1,000 16  to 35 year olds 
and a further 500 36  to 55 year olds, about managing 
personal data online. 

The final part was a 10 day online community, 
interspersed with focus groups involving online 
community participants and a live trial of the PDS 
using BBC and Spotify data. 

The young people who took part in the research 
were attracted to the idea of a PDS, according to Anna 
Parker, consultant at Savanta. ì The hook, initially, was 
the aspect of control, but when they saw it, they really 
liked being able to see their data come to life and be 
in one place,î  she says. ì They wanted oversight and 
control ñ the y wanted to see who collects, uses and 
shares their data, and revoke access.î  

Sharp adds: ì Young people were so clued up about 
their data; they wanted to be in control of it, but they 
felt quite helpless. That was empowering, as thereí s a 
real audience need.î
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to help us get in front of a diff erent audience. We’re already 
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co-create effi  ciently. 
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So we started our journey with the MBC ñ  the first 
organisation from the market research sector to 
do so. We welcomed the chance to meet regularly 
with other industries, and learn from ñ  and be 
inspired by ñ  what they were doing in this area. 

A!er our initial onboarding, we set up a small 
team responsible for developing principles and 
actions that we felt would be relevant for our 
business, under the guidance of the four pillars of 
the charter (see boxout).

Pinpointing pressures
Our journey started, primarily, in our Firefish UK 
business. We spent time with teams to hear about 
how they defined moments of stress in their 
day to day work and looked at what we already 
had in place to alleviate these. Our first action 
was to communicate our existing wellbeing 
principles to the business more proactively, 
through the guidance of the pillars. 

Speaking to people and trying to understand 
their pressures highlighted that some of the 
messages around our current wellbeing 
principles had been lost or went unnoticed in 
practice and we needed to do more to ensure 
that everyone knew about them. For example, 
we reiterated the importance of:
● Switching o" work channels when on 

annual leave
● Being aware of other peopleí s workstreams 
● Aiming to start an hour later a!er a late night 

of fieldwork.

(%&)%&*!+,#-!
.#$%&'$$
In 2020, Firefish Group became the first research 
agency to sign the Mindful Business Charter. 
Margot Goldman Edwards and Sian Stranks share 
how the process has been going

/t has been almost three years since our group 
became a signatory of the Mindful Business 
Charter (MBC), with the intention of creating a 

working environment that removes unnecessary 
stress and allows everyone to thrive. 

The journey hasní t come without its challenges, 
but it has given us a framework to not just talk 
about mentally healthy working practices, but to 
create tangible actions across our businesses. 

Our chief executive, Jem Fawcus, initially heard 
about the MBC and felt it was an important 
initiative to be part of. The MBC was set up in 
response to the demands of professional service 
work and the nature of the client/supplier 
relationship. As we explored the framework and 
the challenges it was trying to overcome, we felt 
we could draw significant parallels with the 
organisations that had signed up to the charter. 

!"##
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These are things we have committed to and that 
have been endorsed at senior level ñ  but they 
were not consistently actioned. 

We then started to think about actions we 
could take to go further under the principles. 
When we became a signatory, we were in the 
middle of an unprecedented global pandemic 
and had adopted new, remote ways of working. 
We were conscious that there was a new stress 
emerging from feeling distant from colleagues, 
peers and seniors, but with the added realisation 
that people were experiencing the pressures 
di!erently depending on their personal 
circumstances. We needed to develop principles 
that would be relevant in the moment, but not 
reactive. We wanted to be progressive in our 
approach to mentally healthy working and for the 
principles to have longevity and flexibility ñ  to still 
be relevant in the future ways of working that 
were yet to be established. 

We developed some practical principles and 
communicated these across the business. Under 
the ë smart meetings and communicationsí  pillar, 
for example, we recognised the reliance we were 
having on video calls and virtual meetings ñ  and 
our insight highlighted that this could be stressful 
for individuals in di!erent ways. We developed 
principles on how people could share their 
communication preferences with others, giving 
people permission to turn o! cameras for a 
screen break, and encouraging them to think 
more about who needs to be on emails/invites 
and to trial times of the day when they stay o!
email to complete tasks. 

Remote working also added pressure on how 
and when people took breaks. Not having 
natural breaks away from screens that the o!ice 
environment provided, we developed principles 
around rest periods, encouraged people to signal 
their working hours via their email signature, and 
changed some of our regularly scheduled 
meetings so people didní t have to compromise 
their lunch break to attend. We also ensured that 
seniors across the business led by example.

Our journey has not progressed without 
challenges. Our company comprises di!erent 
businesses, and the work culture between teams 
can di!er ñ  what works for one team might not 
work for another. This has led us to realise that, 
while some principles will sit company wide, for 
others we will need to be flexible or create 
principles to suit a particular business. We 
established a team of MBC representatives across 
di!erent parts of the group, so we can account for 
all business needs and learn from one another. 

We also felt it was important that we had 
representation at board level and embedded help 
from the central people team, to understand 
where our principles can be supported through 
other company wellbeing initiatives, such as: a 
group mental health policy; menopause policy; 
mentally healthy training for line managers; and 
trained mental health first aiders. 

Maintaining momentum
We continue to overcome the challenge of 
building awareness and keeping up 
momentum, to ensure everyone knows of our 
commitment to MBC and what that means for 
them. It is important to keep the company 
updated on progress, to ensure it remains at 
the forefront of peopleí s minds and that they 
feel comfortable making suggestions and 
helping us evolve the principles. Our MBC 
representatives work together on a regular 
basis to establish new principles and further 
those we already have.

We have also launched a new slide for research 
proposals, which outlines our values around 
mental health and wellbeing. We hope it will help 
set expectations with our clients about whatí s 
important to us, and how we work.

"#$%&'!(&)*+#,-.*/#$*0!10!#00&21#'3!
*1$32'&$4!#,*!51#,!5'$#,604!73&7)3!#,*!
development director, at Firefish

!"#$%&##''

The pillars of 
mindful business
!"#$%&'%'&#()*#+%',-./#!.$%'*$$#0)12(*23#
42&1'%$1(%4'$#516*#-4.2#7455%(5*'($#%'#
()* -4//48%'&#12*1$9#
● "#$%%$&&!'%(!)$&#$*+!,!-./0(/%1!+).&+!'%(!

$22$*+/3$!*455.%/*'+/4%
● 65')+!5$$+/%1&!'%(!*455.%/*'+/4%&!,!'(7$)/%1!

+4!&5')+!5$$+/%1!'%(!*455.%/*'+/4%!1./('%*$
● 8$&#$*+/%1!)$&+!#$)/4(&!,!*4%&/($)'+/4%!1/3$%!+4!

+7$!%$$(!+4!9&:/+*7!422;
● </%(2.0!($0$1'+/4%!,!/5#0$5$%+/%1!'!-$&+=

#)'*+/*$!'##)4'*7!+4!*400'-4)'+/4%>!/%&+).*+/4%!
'%(!($0$1'+/4%?

@/%(!4.+!54)$!'-4.+!+7$!</%(2.0!A.&/%$&&!B7')+$)!
'%(!)$'(!+7$!2.00!&$+!42!*455/+5$%+&!'+!
((()*$%+,"-."#$%&##/0123&2)/4*

!!CD
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W!"#$!"%&'&()"*+$,-)+"#("!$#"$#.&/%0"1!2,3&()"

4(,5("#6"#"7.!$3#2$&6&689"#("-(+,%0"2,31&(#*&,("

,:"2$&..%&()"2,6*6",:"%&'&()9"6-..%0"2+#&("2,(6*$#&(*69"

.#(/!3&2"#:*!$3#*+9"&(2$!#6!"&("2+$,(&2"+!#%*+"

.$,1%!36"#(/9"%#6*%0";"#(/"3,6*"2$&*&2#%%0";"2%&3#*!"2+#()!"

!3!$)!(20<"=!"5&%%"(!!/"#%%"*+!"*,,%6"&("*+!"1,>"*,"*#24%!"*+!6!<

?(!"$#0",:"+,.!"&6"*+#*"#..%&!/"1!+#'&,-$#%"62&!(2!"&6"$!#2+&()"&*6"

#/-%*"0!#$69"5&*+")$!#*!$"#1&%&*0"*,"-(/!$6*#(/"1!+#'&,-$"#*"1,*+"#"

3!*#"#(/"3&2$,"%!'!%9"#(/9"*+$,-)+"*+&6"-(/!$6*#(/&()9"*,"&(:%-!(2!"

#(/"2+#()!"1!+#'&,-$<

@+!$!"#$!"*+$!!"*$#(6&*&,(6"1!+#'&,-$#%"62&!(2!"&6"3#4&()"&("

&*6 3#*-$&*0<

!"#$%&'()*&+*,'+-".-
@+!$!"&6"&(2$!#6!/"$!2,)(&*&,(",:"*+!"

&3.,$*#(2!",:"#"/!!."-(/!$6*#(/&()"

,: 1!+#'&,-$"&("2,(*!>*"1!:,$!"%!#.&()"

&(*, #2*&,(<"A(",*+!$"5,$/69"&*86"(,*"#%%"

#1,-*"(-/)&()<"

B6"1!+#'&,-$#%"62&!(2!"+#6"1!!("62#%!/"

and applied in many different contexts, 
$!6!#$2+!$6"+#'!"&(2$!#6&()%0"$!2,)(&6!/"

+,5"2$&*&2#%"&*"&6"*,"*#4!"*&3!"*,")#&("#":-%%0"$!#%&6!/"-(/!$6*#(/&()",:"

1!+#'&,-$"&("#"2,(*!>*9"#(/"&("$!%#*&,("*,"*+!"6-$$,-(/&()"2-%*-$!<"

C!!%#"D#%/#(+#9"1!+#'&,-$#%"62&!(*&6*"#(/"!>!2-*&'!"/&$!2*,$"#*"

E#%! F(&'!$6&*086"G!6!#$2+"A(&*&#*&'!",("A((,'#*&,("#(/"D2#%!9"(,*!6"

the immense task of applied behavioural science in different 
2,(*!>*69"#(/"*+!"&3.,$*#(2!",:":-%%0"-(/!$6*#(/&()"2-%*-$#%"

&(:%-!(2!6"1!:,$!"/!6&)(&()"#(0"&(*!$'!(*&,(<"A("#("&(*!$'&!5"&("*+!"

1!+#'&,-$#%"62&!(2!"&66-!",:"!"#$%&'()$*(++*&,"--.#/9".-1%&6+!/"10"
*+!"H!$(#$/"'#("I!!$"J,-(/#*&,("&("KLKK9"6+!"6#&/M"0H!+#'&,-$#%"
&(*!$'!(*&,(6"6!!3"6,"6&3.%!"5+!("0,-"$!#/"*+!"1,,46<"@+!"1&))!6*"

%!66,("A"%!#$(!/"5#6"+,5"+#$/"&*"5#6"*,"#..%0"!'!("6&3.%!"

&(*!$'!(*&,(6"5+!("*+!0"+#'!"(,*"1!!("*$&!/",-*"&("#".#$*&2-%#$"

2,(*!>*<"E,-"+#'!"*,"-(/!$6*#(/"*+!"2-%*-$!"/!!.%0"1!:,$!"0,-"2#("

*+&(4"#1,-*"5,$4&()"*,5#$/6"1!+#'&,-$N2+#()!"6,%-*&,(6<1

/'-*$00*&+-")%"+-&'+1*$)"*"2($0
=&*+")$!#*!$"&(6&)+*6")%!#(!/":$,3"3,$!":-%%0"$!#%&6!/"$!6!#$2+9"

5!"#$!"&(2$!#6&()%0"#1%!"*,"!31$#2!"+!*!$,)!(!&*0"#(/"*,"

$!2,)(&6!"*+#*"(,*"#%%"1!+#'&,-$#%"&(*!$'!(*&,(6"O,$"(-/)!6P"#$!"

!Q-#%"&("&3.#2*<"@+&6"+!%.6"*,"3#(#)!"6*$#*!)0"#(/"!>.!2*#*&,(6"

,:"%!'!%",:".,*!(*&#%"2+#()!<""

We’ve learned that not all nudges are equal; different contexts 
and different concepts will yield different impacts on behaviour. 
A ‘nudge’ encompasses a multitude of very different concepts. 
D,3!9"%&4!"/!:#-%*69"2#("+#'!".,5!$:-%"&3.#2*69"5+&%!",*+!$69"

*0.&2#%%09"#$!"3,$!"3#$)&(#%<"

D&3&%#$%09"#(0"&3.#2*9"$!)#$/%!66",:"*+!"2,(2!.*9"5&%%"'#$0"

/!.!(/&()",("*+!"2,(*!>*"&("5+&2+"&*"&6"#..%&!/<"J,$"!>#3.%!9"

6,3!"2,(*!>*6":&(/"*+#*"6,2&#%N(,$36"3!66#)!6";"&(:,$3&()"

.!,.%!",:"5+#*"*+!"3#R,$&*0"#$!"

/,&() ;"2#("2+#()!"1!+#'&,-$9"5+&%!9"

&( ,*+!$"2,(*!>*69"6-2+"3!66#)!6"+#'!"

(,"&3.#2*"#*"#%%9"#(/"2#("!'!("1#24:&$!<"

D*#*&6*&2&#("#(/"/#*#"62&!(*&6*"

H!*+ @&.*,("#(/"+!$"2,%%!#)-!6"

$!2!(*%0 ,-*%&(!/"#..$,#2+&()"6-2+"

(-#(2!"5&*+ #".,6&*&'!":$#3!9"

$#*+!$ *+#("# (!)#*&'!",(!9"#64&()M"0=+#*"&:"&(6*!#/",:"*$!#*&()"

variation in intervention effects as a nuisance or a limitation 
,( *+! &3.$!66&'!(!66",:"#("&(*!$'!(*&,(9"5!"#66-3!/"*+#*"

intervention effects should be expected to vary across contexts 
#(/ .,.-%#*&,(6S1T

This is a very different conclusion from some recent headlines 
#1,-*"(-/)&()9"6,3!",:"5+&2+"&3.%0"*+#*"(-/)!6"+#'!"%&**%!",$"(,"

&3.#2*<"@+&6"&6"1!2#-6!"*+!"$!'&!56",("5+&2+"*+!"+!#/%&(!6"#$!"

1#6!/"+#'!"*$&!/"*,"2#%2-%#*!"#("#'!$#)!"&("#"+-)!",2!#(",:"

'#$&#*&,(9"3&6*#4!(%0"%-3.&()"#%%"1!+#'&,-$#%"2+#()!"&(&*&#*&'!6"

together, regardless of how they differ. It’s like trying to compare 
#..%!6"#(/".&(!#..%!6<"=+#*"&6"3,$!"+!%.:-%"&6"1$!#4&()"&3.#2*6"

down by different concept and looking at, and understanding, the 
'#$&#*&,("&("&3.#2*<

!"#$%#&'#()*#+&*,-&(''&*.+/#0&
are equal; different contexts 

yield different impacts”
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2(/ 6 /#&.1+/#$/+'/#")+&3<')/$./ /'<&-,+#$%"+"3")0"9+$.9+3$.7+

': /#","+$)"+3')"+<)",,&.05+H#".+6+*''1+$/+/#"+4')*9+.'48+4&/#+

/#" -*&3$/"+-)&,&,8+:$1" ."4,+$.9+<'*&/&-$*+:)$03"./$/&'.8+37+

view is that our priorities should be different, and so is the role
': ,'-&$*+,-&".-"5

!"#$%&"'()&**+,-$&"./ "#$%&'()*!!

((01

PQ%")+/#"+<$,/+/4'+9"-$9",+')+,'8+4"+#$%"+9'."+$+*'/+/'+0"/+

<"'<*"+/'+/#&.1+$2'(/+<)&.-&<*",+:)'3+,'-&$*+,-&".-"+&.+/")3,+':+'()+

<"),'.$*+*&%",8+$.9+4"+.'4+.""9+/'+/().+'()+$//"./&'.+/'+/#","+*$)0")+

-#$**".0",+$#"$9+':+(,5R

G"/"),+,'*9+#")+-'.,(*/$.-78+!S4')1,8+/'+/#"+?7(+T'**"-/&%"+$.9+

#$,+:'(.9"9+A)&$*+U(.8+$+<)'9(-/B&..'%$/&'.+-'3<$.7+/'+#$).",,+

/#"+<'4")+':+2"#$%&'()$*+,-&".-"8+4&/#+2*'-1-#$&.+/"-#.'*'0&",+/'+

#"*<+-'3<$.&",+9)&%"+/#"&)+,(,/$&.$2&*&/7+0'$*,5

*#+%(#%,&-.%&/%(0.1.%)23,(%4.)"1%
● M<<)"-&$/"+$.9+-"*"2)$/"+/#"+2)"$9/#+':+2"#$%&'()$*+,-&".-"+&.+&/,+

$<<*&-$2&*&/7+/'+2'/#+/#"+3&-)'+$.9+/#"+3$-)'+-#$**".0",+4"+:$-"V+

/#"+,3$**+/4"$1,+/#$/+3$1"+$+:)(,/)$/&.0+-'.,(3")+I'()."7+$+

,$/&,:7&.0+'."8+/'+/$-1*&.0+/#"+-)&/&-$*+&,,(",+/#$/+<"'<*"+$)"+:$-&.0+

/'9$78+,(-#+$,+-'3<*"F+#"$*/#+<)'2*"3,8+*&%&.0+3')"+,(,/$&.$2*78+

$.98+)&0#/+.'48+-'<&.0+4&/#+/#"+-',/B':B*&%&.0+-)&,&,5+

● A#')'(0#*7+)","$)-#+/#"+-'./"F/+/'+(.9"),/$.9+4#$/@,+9)&%&.0+

-())"./+2"#$%&'()8+)"-'0.&,&.0+/#"+)'*",+':+-(*/()"+$.9+"3'/&'.5+

● A#")"+&,+.'+'."+,&W"+:&/,+$**5+X''1+:')8+$./&-&<$/"+$.9+".I'7+

%$)&$/&'.+&.+/#"+&3<$-/+':+$+2"#$%&'()$*+&./")%"./&'.8+/#".+9&0+

9""<")+$.9+/)7+/'+(.9"),/$.9+/#$/+%$)&$/&'.5+

!!"#$%&'!(!)'!*+,-.&'!/!0!12%32#'!4!5'!6"27%8+.9#%:!;<+2&<2!+;!
9&:+=2:$!-.!<7%&32!-72!>.#:?!>+-7.9-!%!72-2#.32&2+-$!#28.:9-+.&@'!
A%-!B9C!"27%8!D'!EFGHEFE!IJGJKLM
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Ÿ F2F interviewing across UK, including NI
Ÿ Qual recruitment
Ÿ Tablet/Paper/Telephone interviewing
Ÿ Postal Surveys
Ÿ Online
Ÿ Coding, Data Entry and Tabs

Specialists in
 fast turnaround  

projects.

ield &

For the best quote possible 
or just to chat about your options 

contact Lisa Stringer or Carol Timson

Email: Enquiries@dataoptions.co.uk    
     Tel: 0161 477 9195

Experienced in all methodologies

$%!&'()*+,-)
./)0-)!1%2+01+
-.)/'0$"&

121'3455'6788
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T !"#$"%&'()*+,#+-#*,.!+'"/#-01".)+.-01"#20)0#1+33"1)*+,#

(+%).(0,2"'*1#!0%#3"2#)+#'0,4#5&"$*"%#)+#)!"#678#

9+2"3*,"#02:*%+$4#%"$:*1"#1+,1"$,*,;#("$%+,03#%0-")4<

=!"$"#0$"#%":"$03#2*'",%*+,%#)+#)!"#$*%>#)!0)#$"%"0$1!"$%#'04#-01"#

?!",#*,:+3:"2#*,#13+%"#%+1*03#*,)"$01)*+,@

●#7*%>#+-#(!4%*103#)!$"0)#+$#0A&%"

● 7*%>#+-#(%41!+3+;*103#)$0&'0/#0%#0#$"%&3)#+-#01)&03#+$#)!$"0)","2#

:*+3",1"#+$#)!"#,0)&$"#+-#?!0)#*%#2*%13+%"2#2&$*,;#)!"#*,)"$01)*+,

● 7*%>#+-#A"*,;#*,#0#1+'($+'*%*,;#%*)&0)*+,/#*,#?!*1!#)!"$"#'*;!)#

A"#011&%0)*+,%#+-#*'($+("$#A"!0:*+&$

● B,1$"0%"2#"C(+%&$"#)+#$*%>%#+-#":"$4204#3*-"#0,2#%+1*03#*,)"$01)*+,/#

%&1!#0%#$+02#011*2",)%#0,2#*,-"1)*+&%#*33,"%%

●#7*%>#+-#10&%*,;#(%41!+3+;*103#+$#(!4%*103#!0$'#)+#+)!"$%<#

Budgeting for safety
D33#$"%"0$1!#($+(+%03%#0,2#-&,2*,;#0;$""'",)%#%!+&32#*,13&2"#)!"#

1+%)%#+-#",%&$*,;#)!"#%0-")4#+-#$"%"0$1!"$%#?+$>*,;#+,#)!"#($+E"1)<#

B) '04#A"#!"3(-&3#)+#2*%)*,;&*%!#*,-$0%)$&1)&$"#1+%)%#)!0)#0$"#

0((+$)*+,"2#)+#033#($+E"1)%#-$+'#1+%)%#(0$)*1&30$#)+#)!"#($+E"1)<

B,-$0%)$&1)&$"#1+%)%#'*;!)#1+:"$#)$0*,*,;#+,#$*%>#0%%"%%'",)/#

1+''&,*10)*+,#0*2%/#("$%+,03#+$#:"!*13"#*,%&$0,1"#1+:"$/#0#,0'"2#

member of staff responsible for fieldwork safety, or staffing a 
-*"32?+$>#1+,)01)#(+*,)<#B)#*%#*'(+$)0,)#)+#130$*-4#?!*1!#+-#)!"%"#

1+%)%#-033#)+#)!"#"'(3+4"$#0,2#?!*1!#0$"#)+#A"#A+$,"#A4#)!"#-&,2"$<

F$+E"1)#1+%)%#'*;!)#*,13&2"#"C)$0#-*"32?+$>#)*'"#G?+$>*,;#*,#(0*$%/#

($+:*2*,;#0#H%!02+?I#+$#$"(+$)*,;#A01>#)+#A0%"J/#)0C*%#+$#!*$"2#10$%/#

0(($+($*0)"#+:"$,*;!)#011+''+20)*+,/#%("1*03#)$0*,*,;/#0,2#

counselling for staff researching sensitive topics. 

Planning for safety in research design
7"%"0$1!"$#%0-")4#10,#A"#A&*3)#*,)+#)!"#2"%*;,#+-#($+(+%03%<

● 9!+*1"#+-#'")!+2%#K#*,13&2"#%0-")4#*,#)!"#A030,1"#?!",#?"*;!*,;#

&(#'")!+2%#)+#0,%?"$#)!"#$"%"0$1!#5&"%)*+,%

● 9!+*1"#+-#*,)"$:*"?#%*)"#K#1+,%*2"$#?!")!"$#!+'"#*,)"$:*"?%#0$"#

,"1"%%0$4#-+$#)!"#$"%"0$1!#

● Staffing – consider designs where it is possible to use pairs of 
$"%"0$1!"$%#)+#1+,2&1)#0,#*,)"$:*"?/#+$#)+#*,)"$:*"?#)?+#'"'A"$%#

+-#)!"#!+&%"!+32#%*'&3)0,"+&%34

● 9!+*1"#+-#$"%"0$1!"$%#K#1+,%*2"$#?!")!"$#)!"#$"%"0$1!#)+(*1#

$"5&*$"%#)!"#$"1$&*)'",)#+-#$"%"0$1!"$%#?*)!#(0$)*1&30$#0))$*A&)"%#

+$#"C("$*",1"

!"#$%&'
("%%$)*

● 7"1$&*)'",)#'")!+2%#K#?!"$"#(+%%*A3"/#2"%*;,#'")!+2%#+-#

$"1$&*)'",)#)+#033+?#-+$#($*+$#)"3"(!+,"#1+,)01)

● Time-tabling – take account of the tiring effects of spells of 
*,)",%*:"#-*"32?+$><#D#'+$"#$"30C"2#%1!"2&3"#'04#'"0,#

)!0) $"%"0$1!"$%#0$"#'+$"#03"$)#)+#$*%>#0,2#A"))"$#0A3"#)+#

!0,23" *,1*2",)%<

Assessing risk in the fieldwork site
L,1"#)!"#-*"32?+$>#%*)"#!0%#A"",#%"3"1)"2/#)$4#)+#$"1+,,+*)$"#)!"#

0$"0#A"-+$"#-*"32?+$>#%)0$)%<#M&"%)*+,%#)+#0%>#*,13&2"@

● B%#)!"$"#$"3*0A3"#3+103#(&A3*1#)$0,%(+$)N

● D$"#$"(&)0A3"#)0C*#-*$'%#"0%4#)+#011"%%N

● B%#*)#%0-"#)+#&%"#($*:0)"#10$%#0,2#3"0:"#)!"'#*,#)!"#0$"0N

● B%#)!"$"#0#3+103#$",2"O:+&%#+$#1+,)01)#(+*,)#-+$#$"%"0$1!"$%N

● D$"#)!"$"#0(($+($*0)"34#($*1"2#0,2#1+'-+$)0A3"#!+)"3%#?*)!*,#

"0%4 $"01!N

Risk and research participants
=!"#)+(*1%#-+$#2*%1&%%*+,#*,#'0,4#%+1*03#$"%"0$1!#*,)"$:*"?%#K#-+$#

"C0'(3"/#(+:"$)4/#&,"'(3+4'",)/#$"30)*+,%!*(#A$"0>2+?,/#%+1*03#

"C13&%*+,/#A"$"0:"'",)#0,2#*33#!"03)!#K#'04#($+:+>"#%)$+,;#-""3*,;%#

*,#(0$)*1*(0,)%#0,2#($+'()#0,;$4#$"01)*+,%<#

8+'"#(0$)*1*(0,)%#'04#($"%",)#0#;$"0)"$#(+%%*A*3*)4#+-#$*%>#)!0,#

+)!"$%<#8+'"#$"%"0$1!#*,:+3:"%#("+(3"#?!+#!0:"#0#!*%)+$4#+-#

(%41!+3+;*103#2*%)&$A0,1"#+$#:*+3",)#A"!0:*+&$<#B-#%&1!#

1!0$01)"$*%)*1%#0$"#>,+?,#*,#02:0,1"/#)!"#$"%"0$1!"$#0,2#%&("$:*%+$#

%!+&32#A"#0%#-&334#A$*"-"2#0%#(+%%*A3"#+,#)!"#$*%>%#*,:+3:"2#0,2#

&,2"$%)0,2#)!"#($"10&)*+,%#)!"4#,""2#)+#&,2"$)0>"<#

Personal safety when interviewing
P+#,+)#0(("0$#0;;$"%%*:"#+$#0,,+4"2#*-#0,#*,)"$:*"?""#*%#30)"#+$#%04%#

)!"4#'&%)#3"0:"#"0$34<#7"%("1)#)!"*$#?*%!"%<#Q+&#0$"#)0>*,;#&(#)!"*$#

)*'"<#9+,%*2"$#?!")!"$#4+&$#*,)"$:*"?""%#'*;!)#!0:"#"C("1)0)*+,%#

)!0)#4+&#?*33#;*:"#)!"'#%+'")!*,;#*,#$")&$,#-+$#)!"*$#1++("$0)*+,<#

R!"$"#5&"%)*+,%#'*;!)#A"#%",%*)*:"/#)$*03#4+&$#5&"%)*+,%#?!"$"#

(+%%*A3"#?*)!#%+'"+,"#4+&#)$&%)#?!+#*%#0?0$"#+-#)!"#1+,)"C)<#

S0'*3*0$*%"#4+&$%"3-#?*)!#0,4#1&3)&$"#%",%*)*:*)*"%<

T":"$#%)0$)#0,#*,)"$:*"?#?*)!#%+'"+,"#?!+#0(("0$%#)+#A"#&,2"$#

)!"#*,-3&",1"#+-#031+!+3#+$#2$&;%/#+$#?!"$"#)!"#*,)"$:*"?""#+$#

0,4 +)!"$#("$%+,#($"%",)#*%#*,#0#2*%)&$A"2/#1!0$;"2/#+$#"'+)*+,03#

state. If the interviewee becomes upset during the interview, offer 

!"##

!"#$%&'()*!!$%&'(#)*+,(-
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!"#$%!"#%&''&(!)*+!,%!&%!-.#%/&$#%!+$#%!&%0&$'&/#%!"#$/#12#/%

3#4&(#%0&*!+*)+*56

Interview precautions
7//#//%!"#%/+!)-!+&*%3#4&(#%3#5+**+*5%!"#%+*!#(2+#8%-*9:%+4%+*%9&)3!:%

(#-((-*5#%+!%4&(%8"#*%-%0&11#-5)#%0-*%3#%'(#/#*!6%;-((,%-*%-1-($%&(%

&!"#(%9#2+0#%!&%-!!(-0!%-!!#*!+&*%+*%-*%

#$#(5#*0,%-*9%1#!%!"#%+*!#(2+#8##%

.*&8%!"-!%,&)%"-2#%-%/0"#9)1#:%-*9%

!"-!%&!"#(/%.*&8%8"#(# ,&)%-(#6%

718-,/%0-((,%+9#*!+4+0-!+&*:%-%3-95#%

&(%-%0-(9:%-)!"#*!+0-!#9%3,%!"#%"#-9%&4%

!"#%(#/#-(0"%&(5-*+/-!+&*%-*9%5+2+*5%

!"#%(#/#-(0"#(</%8&(.%-99(#//%-*9%

!#1#'"&*#%*)$3#(6

Maintaining contact
=#!-+1/%&4%!"#%(#/#-(0"#(</%+!+*#(-(,%-*9%-''&+*!$#*!%!+$#/%>%

+*01)9+*5%*-$#/:%-99(#//#/%-*9%!#1#'"&*#%*)$3#(/%&4%'#&'1#%

3#+*5 +*!#(2+#8#9%&(%0-11#9:%-*9%-00&$$&9-!+&*%9#!-+1/%>%

should be left with a designated person at the office base
&( - !#$'&(-(,%4+#198&(.%3-/#%?!-.+*5%0-(#%8+!"%+*!#(2+#8##%

0&*4+9#*!+-1+!,@6

A+#198&(.#(/%/"&)19%0-((,%$&3+1#%'"&*#/%/&%!"-!%!"#%3-/#%

0-* 0&*!-0!%!"#$6%B"#(#%$&(#%!"-*%&*#%(#/#-(0"#(%+/%8&(.+*5%

&* !"#%/+!#:%!"#,%/"&)19%$##!%&(%0&$$)*+0-!#%3,%$&3+1#%'"&*#%

-! '(#C-((-*5#9%!+$#/6%D4%/)0"%-*%-((-*5#$#*!%+/%*&!%.#'!:%!"#%

&!"#( (#/#-(0"#(%/"&)19%+*4&($%!"#%(#/'&*/+31#%'#(/&*%-!%3-/#6

Strategies for handling risk situations
E$'1&,#(/%/"&)19%#*/)(#%!"-!%(#/#-(0"#(/%-(#%!(-+*#9%+*%!#0"*+F)#/%

4&(%"-*91+*5%!"(#-!/:%-3)/#%&(%0&$'(&$+/+*5%/+!)-!+&*/:%-*9%

(#/#-(0"%$-*-5#(/%0&)19%0&*/+9#(%8-,/%&4%(#4(#/"+*5%!"#+(%

.*&81#95#6%EG!#(*-1%!(-+*#(/%$-,%3#%)/#4)1:%3&!"%4&(%+*+!+-1%!(-+*+*5%

-*9%+*%.##'+*5%!"#%+//)#%1+2#6

H#/#-(0"#(/%/"&)19%-1/&%3#%'(#'-(#9%

to deal with the effects of the interview
&*%'-(!+0+'-*!/%-*9%3#%(#-9,%!&%/'&!%

/+5*/%!"-!%!"#%'-(!+0+'-*!%+/%3#0&$+*5%

)'/#!%&(%-*5(,6%I4!#*:%!"#%(#/#-(0"#(/<%

!(-+*+*5%$#-*/%!"-!%/!(&*5%4##1+*5/%&4%

!"+/%.+*9%0-*%3#%-0.*&81#95#9%-*9%

0&*!-+*#9:%3)!%!"#(#%$-,%3#%&00-/+&*/%

8"#*%+!%+/%$&(#%/#*/+31#%!&%#*9%!"#%

9+/0)//+&*%-*9 1#-2#6

Making guidelines stick
B-,/%&4%$-.+*5%5)+9#1+*#/%/!+0.%8+11%+*01)9#%-8-(#*#//%(-+/+*5%

among both new and experienced staff.
J-4#!,%+//)#/%/"&)19%4#-!)(#%+*%!"#%!(-+*+*5%&4%-11%*#8%(#/#-(0"%

staff, and guidelines should be included in induction packs and staff
"-*93&&./6%K"#(#%+/%-%*##9%4&(%0&*!+*)-1%(#$+*9#(/%-*9%

(#+*4&(0#$#*!%!"(&)5"&)!%-%(#/#-(0"#(</%0-(##(6

Supervisors and research managers may need to take staff
!"(&)5"%'(&0#9)(#/%8+!"%#-0"%*#8%4+#198&(.%'#(+&9:%8"+1#%/)''&(!%

staff responsible for setting up fieldwork arrangements should also
3#%!(-+*#9%+*%!"#%'(&0#9)(#/6%

!!"#

!"#$%&'()**+%*(*,-+./($%#&+0%()1(&,%(
training of all new research staff, 
#1/(2+)/%.)1%*(*,-+./(3%()14.+/%/(
)1()1/+4&)-1(5#46*(#1/(,#1/3--6*7

$%&'(!)*+,(-!!"#$%&'()*
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!!"#

$%&'!()*+,-!./0!!!"#$$

#%&'()$*+,$
!"#$+%-.

!"#$%"&%'()(*+,+-(./*01
231,0"#$%"&%'()(*+,/*.,
inflationary crisis is affecting 
(*.()(.-/'#,/*.,4-#(*1##1#,
across the world, including 
the research sector. MRS has 
produced new guidance, 
Cost of living and inflationary 
pressures: how best to 
support your staff and 
4-#(*1##, to review different 
ways in which businesses 
can support staff. Not all the 
options are financial: 
communication, policies, 
working culture 
and accessibility can all 
help. Download the guide at 
www.mrs.org.uk/topic/
shortages-of-talent

Latest MRSpride podcast
The latest MRSpride podcast 
features John Bizzell, on why 
he co-founded MRSpride in 
2018 and how far the sector 
has come on inclusivity 
and LGBTQ+  issues since 
then. Hear the story on 
OUTsights on the MRSpride 
#10$("*,"&,www.mrs.org.uk

T !"#"$%&'&()*&)+&*'(,&)+&-".&.'/%&

)+&.)#,0-12&'-3&.!0("&4'#0)5%&

+)#65('%&'-3&#"%"'#7! +0-30-1%&

'#"&%*0((&8"0-1&7!"."3 )4"#2&

)-"&*!0-1&0%&7("'#9&"-%5#0-1&/)5#&7)6:'-/&0%&

'-&0-7(5%04"2&+(";08("&'-3&-)5#0%!0-1&

"-40#)-6"-*&0%&-)&()-1"#&'&-07"<*)<!'4"=&

>$3&(0,"&*)&3#'.&/)5#&'**"-*0)-&*)&*.)&

06:)#*'-*&%*#"'6%&)+&.)#,&*!'*&'33#"%%&

*!"%"&0%%5"%&!"'3&)-=&?0#%*2&-".&1503'-7"&

from MRS on how to support your staff and 
85%0-"%%&*!#)51!&*!"&7)%*<)+<(040-1&7#0%0%&'-3&

0-+('*0)-'#/&:#"%%5#"%&@%""&8);&)::)%0*"A=&

B!0%&:#)403"%&7)6:'-0"%&.0*!&'&

+'#<#"'7!0-1&(0%*&)+&):*0)-%&*!'*&.0((&!"(:&*)&

support employees through this difficult 
:"#0)3&C&7)4"#0-1&*):07%&%57!&'%&+0-'-70'(&

reimbursements, employee benefits, staff 
7)665-07'*0)-%2&.)#,0-1&75(*5#"2&:)(07/2&

'-3&'77"%%080(0*/=&

D"7)-32&/)5&.0((&8"&0-40*"3&*)&%!'#"&

with staff a new employee survey that is 
:'#*&)+&)5#&E"):("&'-3&B'("-*&0-0*0'*04"=&

F(( 3'*'&.0((&8"&7)(("7*"3&'-3&'11#"1'*"3&

8/ GHD2&'-3&"'7!&:'#*070:'*0-1&#"%"'#7!&

/%0+1$*$
people-first 
%234(5%)

)#1'-0%'*0)-&.0((&#"7"04"&*!"&'11#"1'*"3&

results from their staff, together with the 
*)*'(&'11#"1'*"3&3'*'=&B!0%&.0((&"-'8("&

businesses to benchmark their staff 
:"#+)#6'-7"&7)6:'#"3&.0*!&*!"&'11#"1'*"3&

#"%5(*%&+#)6&'7#)%%&*!"&%"7*)#=

GHD&.0((&8"&:#)3570-1&%)6"&I*):&+04"%$&)+&

*!)%"&)#1'-0%'*0)-%&*!'*&'#"&:"#+)#60-1&

:'#*075('#(/&."((&0-&"'7!&)+&*!"&4'#0)5%&'#"'%&
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!"#$%&'()$*++*,(!"#$%#$&'()*+#,)%"&-'$%'#$%.#'*$!%/*+#0()#
focuses on applying findings from psychology and behavioural 
science to marketing. He has written two books, !"#$%"&'(#$
)*(+&,-#$%.#!"#$.//01'&2$&3$%"&'(#. He began his career in media 
planning and later founded behaviour science company Astroten
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Digital tracking makes it easy to measure 
the short term impact of advertising. 
Unfortunately, people place too much 
emphasis on what is easy to measure and 
ignore factors that are harder to measure. 
As the long term e!ect of advertising is 
trickier to pinpoint, this has led to 
marketers investing in an unbalanced 
manner ñ  too much demand harvesting, 
too little demand generation. Thatí s not 
the fault of digital; ití s the fault of the 
industry misusing the medium. 
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Yes. For example, it is unduly concerned 
about the trust crisis. Ití s a fiction. Various 
reports claim trust in brands or ads is in 
decline. But if you look at the data ñ  even 
that produced by organisations claiming 
there is a crisis ñ  you see a di!erent story. 
Trust in brands is broadly flat. 
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Neither. Purpose seems to be an area 
where nuance gets lost. Sometimes ití s a 
useful tactic, sometimes not. 
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Yes, ití s more important than ever that we 
understand and align with how 
customers tick, so we can continue to 

grow ñ  or just survive. A big shi" right 
now is in peopleí s sensitivity to price. 
Customers are looking for deals that feel 
like a bargain. There are some very 
important behavioural biases that can 
help brands meet this need. For example, 
extremeness aversion. This essentially 
means that consumers, when deciding 
on a purchase, tend towards the 
mid priced option as a proxy for the 
moderate pathway. The middle seems a 
sensible compromise: strong enough on 
quality without too he"y a price tag. 
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Social proof. Not because we doní t get 
what it means ñ  ití s clear that people 
follow the crowd. Ití s more that we could 
be smarter about how we use the bias. 

Ití s fine ñ  and e!ective ñ  to use phrases 
such as ë 200,000 copies soldí , but even 
better to take a more subtle, lateral 
approach. For example, when Red Bull 
launched, it filled rubbish bins around 
London ñ  next to bars, pubs, university 
campuses, and nightclubs ñ  with empty, 
crushed Red Bull cans, creating the 
illusion of popularity. Thatí s what I would 
call a lateral application of social proof. 
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I find it fascinating that we marketers 
somehow think of business customers as 

robotic decision makers, rather than as 
human as the rest of us. Weí re missing an 
opportunity if we doní t apply the same 
psychological biases in B2B as we do in 
B2C. My favourite demonstration of this is 
among doctors, who pride themselves on 
rational evidence based medical 
decisions. But a 2018 study by David 
Olshan, Charles Rareshide and Mitesh 
Patel, at the Penn Medicine Nudge Unit, 
shows they are as susceptible to 
behavioural biases as anyone. 
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Consumers might think they are choosing 
freely, but they can never be aware of all 
the prompts to which they are implicitly 
responding, or the context that might be 
influencing their decisions. So, thereí s a 
limit to what can be gained from asking 
someone why they chose a certain 
option; they woní t be able to tell you the 
whole story. 

You need to use mixed methods 
research, with a focus on observed data, 
rather than asking customers to 
post rationalise purchase decisions. 

Monadic testing is one such method. 
Split your customer set into groups and 
show the groups versions of a message 
with one key di!erence. Then observe 
the response, rather than showing 
multiple versions at once and asking 
them to choose.
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